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Four Injured
In Accident
Four persons were injured in a three-
car accident Thursday at 4:10 p.m.,
according to Murray Police.
The accident. occurred at 10th and
Chestnut Streets, and involved cars
driven by Margaret McKinney, 612
Fairlane, Mildred Nall, 1706 Ryan, and
Mahlon Frizzell, 419 South Ninth,
according to police.
The drivers and a passenger, Beverly
McKinney, all received minor injuries
and the McKinney' s were treated-and
released at the local hospital, according
to hospital authorities.
Investigating officers said the
McKinney car was going west on
Chestnut, the Nall car was going north
on 10th, and the Frizzell car was
stopped at the stop sign, headed south,
at the time of the accident.
OVERDUE BOOKS
The Calloway County Public
Library is beginning its semi-annual
campaign to recover all overdue
books.
"We have some books that have
been overdue a year," said a„,
spokesman. "It is the responsibility
of patrons to see that books are
returned on time." ,
The library is requesting that
anyone having delinquent books to
return them to the library as soon as
. possible. The book deposit is open
twenty-four hours. This will save
time and expense of letters and calls
that would otherwise. have to he 
• made; the spokesman said.
-
NEW ROTARY PRESIDENT-A. W. Simmons, Jr., center, vice president of the Bank of Murray, has been installed as
the new president of the Murray Rotary Oub to serve until June 30, 1978. Passing the president's gavel to him and
offering congratulations is the out-going president, Dr. Ray Mofield, a Professor in the Department of Journalism,
Radio and Television at Murray State University. On the right is Forfeit-Priddy, who was installed as the new vice-
president. Other officers indude Ted Vaughn, secretary, and Camie Hendon, treasurer, both of whom were re
elected to their posts.
Ammons Pleads Not Guilty
To Latest Charges-In Paducah
Dr. James Ray Ammons pleaded not
guilty  in U. S. District Court Thursday
to the latest federal grand jury
indictment charging • him with six
counts of illegal drug sales.
Ammons, who has been lodged in the
Paducah City Jail since his arrest on -
the latest charge June 29, will go on
Civic Music Association Board
Approves
The Board of Directors of the Murray
Civic Music Association approved its
1977-78 season at a Board Meeting, July
12, in the home of the Association's
president, Jack Winter.
"The upcoming season is an
extension of the past in that the highest
quality attractions available in the
country are being brought to the
Murray area," Winter said.
The season will open October 9th with
the "Soviet Georgian Dancers."
"Never has there been anything like
them on the concert scene !"critics
have said. "Direct from the Soviet
Union, the Soviet Georgian Dancers
and the Tbilisi Polyphonic Choir make
their eagerly awaited return this
season."
"After their triumphant 1974 U. S.
debut tour, this extraordinary
_ ensemble---of-dancers,--singers- and-
musicians was hailed by Clive Barnes
of the New York Times as "one of the
wt.
Season Schedule
great dance ensembles in the world."
The second attraction will feature
The Louisville Orchestra. This concert,
which has been scheduled for October
30, should make every Kentuckian
proud of their State, a spokesman said.
Andre' Watts will appear in Murray
January 27.
"He plays as if he were a universe of
music. He possesses a gift that defies
explanation. This is more than mature
playing - it demonstrates wonderful
insight, intensity, poetry, a sweeping
command of the keyboard and
extraordinary communication - all to
an overwhelming degree. Watts is
ageless," says Harriett Johnson of The
New York Post.
The fourth attraction will feature The
Pittsburgh Ballet. The Pittsburgh
Ballet is highly professional in its
offering of---both Ixadithmat and
contemporary dance. Their season is
always greeted with praise. Their
TO OPEN MCMA-NSEASON-The "Soviet Georgian Dancers" will open
this year's Murray Civic Musk Association season with a performance on
Sunday, October 9. In addition to this program, three other attractions
have been scheduled throughout the coming season.
inside today 
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'Alan Gibbs fired a tlfree-hit shutout last night as the
Murray American Legion Team split a twinbill. Also,
there are pictures of the Kentucky League All-Stars to be
found in today's sports section.
1
'partly cloudy
Partly cloudy and mild tonight.
Mostly clear on Saturday. Lows
tonight in the mid to upper 60s.
Highs Saturday in the 80s to low
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a
contribution to the world of dance
should be well received in Kentucky.
The season will end April llth with a
performance by Clamma Dale. She
became the toast of
the musical world
last season for her
brilliant and
highly-acclaimed





DALE on Broadway and
throughout the United States and
Canada. She was seen in the Murray
area when she appeared on TV in the
inaugural gala for President Carter.
"One of the great young singing ac-
tresses around," stated the New York
Dai
guidelines for physical education, Title
IX, fitness activities for the classroom
teacher, nutrition and diet,
professionalism as teachers, and
grading, teating, class organization and
community awareness.
Free materials will be available for
participants, along with addresses
where other free materials can be
obtained.
• Serving on the planning committee
Appeals "'-Educadon in conjunction with sevtgral PhYsicalNews:----- - -- — - --- ----(he U. S. siiiii-diFciiit-E-ouii of 
"A tall beauty with an animal elegan- state universities.' education workshops across the state
ce and a voice like molten gold, Dale ex- 
in Cincinnati. He had-been free on bond
Teachers, along with anyone else are: Lee Allsbrook of the Middlepending disposition of the higher court
interested in new ideas, philosophy, Tennessee State University staff andpresses' with every resource of the born but that bond was revoked by U. S:singing actress, a passion and artistry strategy, and methods of improving the clinician for the President's Council on
that are overwhelming," echoed 
District Court Judge Charles Allen
Newsweek Magazine, as critics 
after Ammons' latest arrest. His tperaocfehsserisonaainplrfocormnotnctceindg classroom in: 
Physical Fitness and Sports; Pat
Michaux, a teacher at Julius Marks
everywhere scrambled for new 
request for bond on the latest charge
beneficial program of physical Elementary School in Lexington;
superlatives to describe the young 
Daniels.hasbee denied by Judge Allen and
education, may attend.
singing phenomenon.
trial Sept. 9 in Paducah, according to U.
S. Magistrate Ron Daniels.
----ThC -fates- Al-indictment, the third
returned against the physician this
year. charges him with the unlawful
possession with intent to distribute and
the actual distribution of two dosages of'
PCP. and with possession with intent to
distribute about 85 grams of marijuana,
five tablets of apomorphine, 253 tablets
of Mediatric, nine tablets of Tenuate,
and 4.5 milliliters of liquid Valium.
Those charges stemmed from the
investigation by Kentucky State and
Drug Enforcement Administration
officials that Ammons allegedly
distributed the drugs June 28 to two
local youths.
Ammons, who was arrested June 29
following his testimony in tho trial of a
co-denfendant in another case, already
faces 15 years imprisonment and a
$5, 000 fine stemming from his
conviction on one drug indictment and a
no contest plea on the other. The former
indictment concerned the distribution
of several controlled substances
illegally and a conspiracy to obtain a
large amount of marijuana in Florida.
The latter plea was made on another
indictment charging him with
conspiracy to obtain marijuana from
Mexico and smuggle it into the U. S.
Carter Critical-
Of Steel Price
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Carter, disappointed by a new U. S.
Steel Corp. price increase, is concerned
that the hike could undermine the
administration's anti-inflation
program, his chief economic adviser
says.
"The government can't do it alone.
There has to. be some general restraint
shown by others," Charles L Schultze,
chairman of the President's Council of
Economic Advisers, said of the anti-
inflation effort.
Schultze, who asked reporters to his
(Nice Thursday evening, criticized U.
S. Steel shortly after the nation's
largest steelmaker announced price
increases of 6 per cent on structural
steel and 7 per cent on tip mill steel.
"The administration believes such
action is clearly inconsistent with
efforts -to control the inflation rate,"
Schultze said. He, said Carter had
-expressed his sharp disappointment
with this development." - --
Structural steel is used in
construction, while tin mill steel is used
in food and beverage cans.
Although U. S. Steel said the increase
is needed to offset higher labor charges
and other costs, Schultze said the steel
industry bas raiseditspricesin-recent
months much faster than the average
increase for all American industry.
"We've got to let the public know
about it," he said, when asked what the
criticism would accomplish. "We have
to look at it in terms of what's been
happening."
If other steelmakers follow U. S.
Steel's lead, he said, overall steel prices
will be 12.5 per cent higher than they
were in September. The latest increase
is the fifth significant hike in 10 months,
he added.
The steel price bull-ease and the
Carter administration's criticism of it
came on the same day that the
government issued another
unfavorable report on inflation,
showing the struggle to contain rising
prices has a long way to go.
The Labor Department said
consumer prices rose six-tenths at 1 per
cent in June, the same as in May, and
were up 4.4 per cent for the first six
months of the year. Prices rose only 4.6
per cent in all of 1976.
Some administration officials had
indicated they expected a much better
price performance in June after recent
improvements in wholesale prices,
including a decline of six-tenths of 1 per
cent in June.
The administration took heart from
another key economic report that
showed the economy grew at a healthy
6.4 per cent annual rate in the second
quarter of the year, as measured by the
gross national product. The same
report revised upward the first quarter
growth to 7.5 per cent from the 6.9 per
cent reported previously.
Combined, the growth during the first
six months of the year averaged about 7
per cent, • well above the
administration's target for over-all
economIt-growth this year of about 6
per cent. The administration expects an
easing in economic growth to a rate of
about 5 per cent during the second half
of the year, still a favorable figure.
Some economists have expressed
concern that the nation's economy
might run out of steam in the seccind
half of the year and could undergo a
sharp slowdown, similar to the one in
1976 when unemployment began
climbing again after mid-year. This
could occur again if GNP growth slips
below a 4 per cent rate.
Free Workshop To Be Held
At Murray.State On Monday
A tree one-day workshop focused on
innovations in physical education from
kindergarten through grade 12 will be
offered at Murray State University on
Monday, July p.
Scheduled to begin with registration
at 8:30 a.m. in the south gymnasium of
the Carr Health Building on the
camplls; the physical education
workshop is one of a series sponsored
The conyiction has been iipraled to by the Kentucky Department of
See AMMONS, Topics for the day include aerobics,.
She was seen again on Murray Page 14, Column 5 physical education in the future, new
television this past Sunday when she
appeared with Arthur Feilder and the
Boston Pops. The Boston audience give
her a well deserved standing ovation,
and the Murray audience is predicted to
respond in the same excited manner.
This season could only be surpassed
in a major metropolitan area, a MCMA
spokesman said.
The membership drive will begin
September 11 with the opening of the
ticket desk in the lobby of the Bank of
Murray, downtown. Membership dues
will be: adults $15, students $7.50 and
family $35.
"It would appear that a season of this
magnitude would possibly be a corn-
--plots-sell-out," the spokesman-saifi--
"Therefore, anyone wishing to pur-
chase tickets at this time may do so b!.
making their check payable to: Murray
Civic Music Association and mailufg
them to 1010 Westgate Drive, Murray ,
Kentucky 42071.
The 'patron program will contini:
this season with the follow
categories of gifts: •
- Patron: $10-$49 above cost -f
memberships;
- Sustaining Patron: $50400 a bo
cost of memberships;
- Benefactor: $100 or more
cost of memberships; and
- Corporate Sponsor: $100 or inor+
(for business establishments).
Members of the board of director, .1
dude: Mrs. James Rudy (Neva GI-,
Allbritten, Mrs. Max G. (Kay ) Cam,- r
Richard Fiarrell, Mrs. Gelord
(Marilyn) Forrest, Ms. Carore R. Ha r
Mrs. James C. (Libby) Hart, Dr. Hal f
Houston, Mrs. Don (Jana' Hughes, I
James M. Kline, Mrs. A. C.
Lafollette, Mrs. C. C. (Betty) Lown
all)an McDaniel, Mrs. Ed (Jackie)
bey, Mrs. Jane Prince, Dr. JOe
Paul Shahan, A. W. Simmons, Jr_
John -E. Wint6r, and Mrs., John
( Norinne) Winter.
faculty from participating universities;
and representatives of. the Kentucky
Department for Human Resources.
Locally-Sponsored Prison
Chaplain Provides Valuable Aid
By DAVID-HILL
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
The West Kentucky Prison Ministry
is alive and well and Chaplain
Talmadge Jones says the results are
"unbelievable,"bi .
Sponsorecl  by the UniversAy Church
of Christ of Murray, the prison ministry
provides counseling, activities and
bible correspondence courses at
Eddyville State Penitentiary.
"The prison officials have accepted
the plan, and made me an official
prison chaplain," Jones said. He is now
one of three full-time prison chaplains
and works three to four days per week
at the prison counseling with inmates.
The University Church picks up the
tab for the service; the prison pays
Jones a salary of $1 per year by
contract, just to make the service legal.
Duties of the chaplain include
teaching, providing about 80 inmates
with bible correspondence classes in
prison, and trying to establish
relationships between the inmates and
their families. He will begin teaching
formal classes in the evenings next'
month.
"The people I'm working with are
trying to rehabilitate themselves,"
Jones said. "ant it's difficult for the
families to accept the fact that they
have changed."
The locally sponsored program also
works on finding employment for the
inmates when they are released.Jones
Workti_svith the local parole officer in
helping find homes and jobs for
inmates when they are freed.
try to go with the men to their
homes and try to get them re-
introduced into the community with
their families, jobs, and church."
The men that come to the chaplain
are the ones who want to be
rehabilitated and undergo a change in
their lifestylei
change as well. "It's unbelievable the
number of inmates with the sincere
desire to change," Chaplain Jones said.
"I counsel with probably 50 people a
week," he added.
There are two types of offenders who
want counseling service, according to
Jones. Most are young, first offenders,
who don't want to get into trouble
again. The second type are the older
ones, who have tried everything else,
and now want to see what religion has
to offer.
"Most of these men are young, and
desperately need someone to just talk
with," Jones said.
"Most are very spiritual minded,"
Jones said, "and are some of the most
-fabulous students of the bible I've vier
seen."
Re-establishing ties with home is an
important part of the chaplain's duties.
"Sometimes I call homes at night, when
they haven't heard from home in a
while. The next day, when I tell the
inmates that all is well at home, it
makes them feel so much better.
"That's one of the greatest problems
with the men. No one seems to care -
they're- to lonely, they ddril feel-theY-
have anything left."
"It's an exhausting job, and Jones is
obviously very dedicated and happy in
what he's doing. "It's so rewarding,"
he said. "Sometimes only a few
Minutes spent with a man in this ,
situation makes such a big difference.
You can spend 30 minutes and they
-walkout-a-different-person'
Jones cited a 21-year old inmate who
, has been studying the bible for only
three months, and has a knowledge of
the bible "far beyond that of the
average devo,ut Christian. It's
unbelievable," he continued. "Three
months ago, the man had never, never
opened a bible, and now he's thinking
about being a preacher when he gets
out.
"He wants to call my wife 'Mom,-
Jones said. "He says to me 'I've never
had a mother, and I know your wife
must be a wonderful woman.' the boy
has been on drugs since he was 12 years
.old."
Jones modestly takes little credit for
what happens in his work. "To see a.
person change completely in a few
months is beyond my comprehension,
and I really wonder what I did."
Interest is growing in the program
outside the prison. Jones has speaking
engagements for the next three
Sundays to spread the word about the
program.
Almost as if he didn't have the right
to be, Jones thoughtfully observes,
"I'm proud of the program. It's done a
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DANCE CONVENTION—lyndia Cochran, fourth from right, local dance in-
structor, was elected president of the Southern Association of Dance Masters
at the summer convention held July 7-10 at Little Rock, Ark. Kaye Beaman
Taylor, second from left, also an instructor from Murray, was elected for a one
year term on the Board of Directors. Others pictured are the other officers
from various parts of the country. Thirty-seven members and assistants from
fourteen states were in attendance. A series of entertainment was held each




Do you ever feel too ex-
hausted after a day's work to
give your muscles the good
"workout" they need? If you
work at a desk, or bench, here
are a few exereises you can do
during your work day.
For calves and thighs:
When you have to bend down
for something on the lowest
file or shelf, rise up on your
toes and while up on your
toes, slowly lower yourself
into a knee bend.
For the abdomen: Pull in
your stomach muscles, and
hold for the count of ten. This
exercise has the same effect
as set-ups but is a lot less
strenuous.
For the shoulders: Slowly
touch left ear to left shoulder,
and right ear to right shoul-
der:Raise both shoulders to
touch ears, drop them as tar
down as possible.
For the neck: Watch an
imaginary plane take off
below the right shoulder
Stretch neck, follow it slowly
as it moves up around and
down, disappearing below the
other shoulder. Repeat, start-
ing on left aide.
For the legs: Squeeze the
toes—then relax. Bend the
foot forward, then relax.
Tighten the hip—then relax.
Upper curs: Two free
hands for this exercise. Sit
down and grab your desk or
bench at both ends. Try to
compress it by pushing your
arms together. This will help
firm your arms.
For the hands and wrists:
(1) Relax, shake hands vigor-
ously from wrists without
moving arms.
12) Make a fist, stretch the
fingers as straight as possible.
(3) Touch the tip of each
finger to the end of the
thumb, making as round a
circle as possible.
(4) Bend wrist forward and
backward as far as possible.
Use these exercises when- .
ever you have a spare mo-
ment during the day, both to
relax tension and improve the
tone of important muscle
groups.
A commundy serv,ce of tile Health






after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots of facts
to save you time and money.
Plus a basket 0 gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.
9/freithlirtr
Kathryn Outland
SAVE up to $212°
Take an EXTRA 10% OFF
our regular low prices
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516W. Main,
and floor show on Saturday night. Sandra Stom of Murray took an
examination and was presented her teaching and membership certificate.
Also attending from Murray State University was Miss Debra Dunn, along with
Mrs. Cochran's husband, James D. Cochran, and their son, Chid Cochran. Mrs.
Cochran, Mrs. Taylor, and Miss Stom, an of Murray, along with Miss Rosemary
Peterson of Paducah are now in New York City where they are studying for
two weeks at different New York studios and attending the Professional Dan-
ce Teachers Association summer convention.
How to avoid
food poisoning
Foesil roisonIng is avoidable_ The U.S.
Dt- partment of Agriculture suggests three
basic rules' Keep all food clean. Keep
cold food cold. Keep hot food hoc.
The germs that can give you frx)a poi-
soning are usually killed during cooking.
- The- trewiNe comes after foods are.cooked
and betorei they- are eaten. Just keeping
food warm until serving is often not
enough sonic germs produce poisons in
warm food within two hours. Take food
from the oven straight to the table and
refrigerate leftovers as soon as possible.
The same two-hour period applies to
food preparation. Germs which grow dur-
ing this time may not he destroyed by
heating. What's worse,- these germs sel-
dom change the taste, odor or appearance
of food.
. Cold is the other way to fight germs.
At 40 degree's F. or below, germs multiply
very slowly Therefore, keep those foods
to k% hitt germs are partial—meats, dairy
products, and egg .dishes—in the refriger-
ator Likewise, pick up these items last
when you go shopping, bring them home
immediately and get them into cold stor-
age.
Thaw meat in the refrigerator if you
in, If you are in a hurry, put-meat-in a
sealed --plastic bag and hold under cold
running water. Care should be taken to
thaw meat without allowing an excess
growth of germs.
Germs--:Or microorganisms, the word
scientists prefer -are very small, on the
order of 1 254100th of an inch The space
of one grain ot sugar could accommodate
400 million of them. Some microorgan-
isms are good for you and these are
exploited, as in the processing of cheese.
There are, however. hundreds of
kinds of microorganisms Which can cause
)iMtii1iig, I angittg id St SCI it) 1.1 ra-
. .
mild stomach ache to death. Some food
poisoning is caused by microorganisms
which produce their own toxin. The very
worst of these is -clostridium hotulinum"
or bqtulism, 'which fortunately occurs
very rarely.
To put, this into perspective, one -mil-
lion people are expected to die of heart
-disease this year, while 330,000 deaths.
will be due to Cancer, 53,000 deaths
caused by automobile accidents, and two
deaths-resulting from botulism poisoning.
Between 1926 and 1971, there were 775
billion cans of food produced by commer-
cial business in the United States, reports
the Grocery Manufacturers of America,
Inc. or this number, three fatal cases of
botulism were reported. The vast major-
ity of outbreaks are caused by improperly
processed home-canned foods.
Salmonella is a more common and
less feared ty pt of food poisoning. It is
often carried into the home by family
pets. Playing with the dog while fixing
lunch is not a ;2taid idea. The National
Research COLIFICIS estimates 2 million
cases each year of salmonella poisoning.
The National Center for Disease control
investigated and tound not a single case
- attributable to commercially processed
foOds.
This means, in short, that the home-
-maker has to be more careful. The prob-
lem with germs is that they are every-
where. The temptation is just to give up
worrying about them. However, only
small effort is required to assure the
health of you and your family
The hest way to keep germs at a
minimum is to use lots of soap and hot
• water on dishes, utensils, counter tops
and hani:k Food poisoning can be avoid-
ed. Just remember: Keep hot food hot.
-Kett-CAI! food -Cott-Keep:aft forret-dein.--
Wife Wants Love—
At Home or Abroad
By Abigail Van Buren
f4 1977 by Th• Chicago TribuneN se News Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: I've been married for 14 years. I love my
heshand-butrkw-thisitingseviously-othovingon-affaist-is'w
been years now since he's said, "I love you." He can go
three or four weeks without making love to me, then it's
only because I've suggested it, and I don't really enjoy it
when I have to beg for
• He gets off work at 4 p.m., goes to a bar with his buddies
and .doesn't come home until 6 or 7. He eats, and then falls
asleep in front of the TV before 8. Then begets up around
10 p.m. and goes LO bed.
He's a good father and a good provider, but I can't take it
anymore. I need love and attention:
A friend of ours-ask,ed me to have an affair with him. I
had never even thought of anything like that. Now I can't
think of anything else. I haven't made up my mind yet, but
if you print this, maybe my husband (or other husbands)
will see it and change before it's too late. I really love him
and I've tried to get him to a doctor but he refuses. He says
he's only 35 and there's nothing wrong with him. Well, I'm
only 31 and I need love.
I don't really want to have an affair, but I'm slipping.
HUNGRY FOR LOVE
DEAR HUNGRY: Here's your letter. I hope your
husband (and other men who can identify with the above
routine) see this and wake up before it's too late.
DEAR ABBY: Our dog will be going to doggy heaven
any day now. Frisky is 90 in human years and he's in
awfully bad shape. He's nearly blind and he's so weak he
keeps falling down.
- We cank bear the thought of putting him to sleep, but
want to know where to bury him when the time comes.
We can't afford a plot In the pet cemetery, and he's
meant too much to our family to just put him out with the
trash. The children want to bury him in our backyard, but I
hear there's a law against that. Can you help us?
FRISKY'S FAMILY
DEAR FAMILY: When Frisky dies, phone your local
animal shelter. They will come and pick him up. Under no
circumstances should you put an animal's remains in a
trash can that you intend to use again. And in most areas
there are laws against burying an animal in • residential
section.
DEAR ABBY: My girlfriend doesn't shave under her
arms or even use a deodorant, anti she just plain smells
bad! I can't understand how she can go around offending
people that way, and then blaming them because she
doesn't get invited places.
She's a very sensitive person (all except for her nose),
that's why I can't tell her what I have just told you.
Any advice?
OFFENDED
DEAR OFFENDED: You can and must tell her how she
smells. It's the friendliest thing you can do.
CONFIDENTIAL TO W.S.B.: To succeed in business,
stay awake! Spend too much time in the arms of Morpheus
and you'll wind up in the hands of the receiver.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours?. For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.






Baby Boy Overby '(mother
Melissa),. 1905 Wiswell,
Murray, Baby Boy Thompson
(mother Ramona), Box 347,
New Johnsonville, In,, Baby
Boy Brewer (mother Cyn-
thia), 703 3rd, Paris, Ta., Baby
Girl Knights (mother Jean-
nie), Sycamore, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Glenda L. Walker and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Box 72,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Elizabeth
L Webb and Baby Boy, 400 N.
Porter Paris, Tn., Mrs.
- 481dred.Z.-Etaiey...1208 Gram- -
-Part47111., Peggy L. Knight,
Rt. 1, Hardin, Miss Vanda J.
Russell, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Nancy L. Smiley; Rt. 1,
Benton, Mrs. Jean W. Brooks,
306 Greenwood, Paris, Tn.,
John J. Canady,- No. 257
Riviera Ct., Murray, Mrs.
Marilyn M. Clark, 912 Cold-
water Rd., Murray, Phillip A.
Coles, RL II, Box 1060, Murray,
Dewey M. Dick, Rt. 1,,Benton,
. Danny G. Ferguson, Box 20,
New Concord, Mrs. Betty J.
Goheen, 1404 7 .Ave., Calvert
City, Joe M. Knight, Rt. 2,
Eddyville,- Mrs. Mary E.
Outland, 1700 Holiday,
Murray, Mrs. Betty L.
Paschall, Rt. 1, Box 205
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. - Julia-1W.
Salmon, Hazel, Commie E.
Cain, Rt. 1, Box 67, Almo,
Ivory T. Davis, Box 119,
Hardin, Mrs: Betty Edmonds,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray,
William S. Grogan, at. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Beulah S.
Reaves, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
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Century Singers - from
Benton will present a program
at the Scotts Grove Baptist
Church at 7:30 p. m.
Watermelon Feast will be
held for Senior Cirx'zens in the
pavilion by rVnild" cour-
thouse in Pi-County Park
form 5:30 ko 6:30 p.m. Each
one attending will please
donate fifty cents to help pay
for the watermelons.
Concert by Murray State
University Summer Or-
chestra, conducted by Prof.
Neale Mason, will be at eight
p.m. at Lovett Auditorium,
McLJ 
Twilight golf with Keith
Morris as chairman will be at
5:45 p. m. at the Murray
Country Club.
Sunday, July 24
Senior percussion recital by
Pam Hayes, Central City, will
be at 3:30 p. m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of Price Doyle




Associatioruil WMU will meet
at First Baptist Church at ten
a. m. This is for all churches in
Calloway and Marshall
Counties.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p. m. at First
1Hardie and Higgins Vows,
Solemnized At West Fork
Miss Kathryn Jean Hardie
and Freddie A. Higgins were
married in a June wedding at
7:30 p.m. at the West Fork
Baptist Church at Stella with
the Rev. Heyward Roberts
performing the double ring
ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Hardin,
and the groom is the son of
Mrs. Geneta Higgins and the
Late Grant Higgins.
Rodger Hutson arranged
and conducted the recorded
traditional nuptial music.
The altar was decorated
with a fifteen branch can-
Presbyterian Church, Main delabrum flanked by two
and 161b qtreets. 'Minis for alL--baskele • of pink and- white
persons with emotional,- gladioli and greenery.
nervous, domestic, or mental Bride's Dress
problems and is a group
therapy meeting.
Oaks Country Club twilight Hall & Morgan
golf will be at 5:30 p. m.
Land Between the Lakes
activitiet Will-Include movie
on geese at two p. m., and
discovery walk at 8:30 p. in.,
both at Center Station.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include creek walk
at ten a. m. and dinosaur egg
hunt at,1 :30 pi 4,,both
of lodge, macrame pareir at
hotel recreation room at 2:30
p. in., croquet tournament on
front lawn of hotel at 3:30 p.
m., tennis lessons for
beginners at hotel court at
4:30 p. m., and Lakeside
Singers at hotel meeting room
at 8:30 p. m.
Saturday, July 23
Ice cream social to honor
the Rev. and Mrs. Roy E.
Rabatin will be held at seven
p.m. at the Fellowship Hall of
the First Presbyterian
Church, Main and 16th
Streets.
Vows Planned
The wedding of Miss
Rebecca Ann Hall, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Hall of
Murray, to David Raye
Morgan, son of Mr. and Mrs.
George , L. Morgan of Fair-
dealing, will be solemnized on
—.Friday, August 12. The groom-
elect's name was inad-
vertently printed as Daniel
Raye Morgan in the
engagement announcement in
Thursday's issue of this
newspaper.
All friends andselatives are
invited to attend the wedding
, at the Union Ridge Baptist
Church at eight p.m. on
August 12.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include bird walk
in front of lodge at seven a. m.,
relays at campground
playground at 10:30 a. m.;
critter hunt at 2:30 p. m.,
critter race at 3:30 p. m. and
junior ranger at 4:30 p. m., all
at campground bath house;
slide program on parks at
seven p. m. at hotel meeting
room: square dance at
campground bath house at
8:30 p. m.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include 45
minute walk to discuss animal
identification at Center
Station at nine a. m.; junior
naturalist program for ages 9
to 12 at Center Station from
two to four p. m.; and stream
stroll at Jenny Ridge picnic
area at two p. m.
- Mr. and Mrs. William
Lawrence will have a
reception in celebration of
their silver wedding an-
niversary from 6:30 to 8:30 p.
m. at their home in Kirksey.
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PADUCAH PATIENT
Max Churchill of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
The bride was escorted 'by
her father and given in
marriage by her parents. She
wore a gown of white satin
overlaid with organza. The
dress, designed and made by
the bride, was trimmed at the
banded neckline, empire
waist, and.. hem with reem-
broidered lace. The gown
featured long fitted sleeves
and a sweep train. Her Dutch
headpiece matched her gown
and her fingertip veil was
edged in ruffled lace.
She carried a colonial
bouquet of pastel carnations,
daisies, and baby's breath.
Mrs. Etana Hardie was the
matron of honor and Miss
Penny Higgins was the
bridesmaid. They wore gowns
of light blue quinana with cape
collars and butterfly sleeves
of light blue sheer with pastel
flocked flowers. Pink velvet
ribbon outlined the banded
necklines and empire waists.
They carried bouquets similar
to that of the bride.
Miss Tammy Washer and
Miss Theresa Washer were
the flower girls and wore
dresses of pink dotted swiss
with ruffles at the necklines,
sleeves, and hems trimmed in
white eyelet.
They carried baskets that
matched their dresses and
Mr. and Mrs. Darnell Are
Honored On Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Hyland
Darnell of Coldwater, Murray
Route One, were honored at a
surprise party in celebration
of their 25th or silver wedding
anniversary on Tuesday, July
12, at two p.m. at the Darnell
home.
Their daughters, Miss
Sharon Darnell, Miss Kim-
berly Darnell, and Mrs. Glenn
(Karen) Cessey, along with
Mr. Cossey, planned the
special occasion for the
Darnell couple.
The couple was presented
the gifts and a large two tiered
wedding cake topped with the
25th emblem by the hostesses
and host.
Also present for the oc-




The wedding vows of
Josephine Jane Watson and
George H. Weaks will be read
on Sunday. August 7, at two
p.m. in the Hale Chapel of the
First United Methodist
Church.
The Rev. Dr. James Fisher
will officiate at the Simple 
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding.
Mr. and Mrs. Darnell were
married on July 12, 1952, at
Corinth, Miss. Mrs. Darnell is
the former Norma Pen-
dergrass, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Flavil Pendergrass. Mr.
Darnell is the son of Jesse
Darnell and the late Mrs. Iva
Darnell.
ELLIOTT BOY
Mr. and Mrs, John Edward
Elliott of Murray Route Five
are the parents of a baby boy,
Johnny DeCaul, weighing six
pounds twelve ounces and
measuring nineteen inches,
born on Tuesday, July 12, at
9:58 p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James Elliott of Murray
Route Six and CSM and Mrs.
Harold Smith of Murray Route
Five. Great grandparengare
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Smith
of Phoenix, Arizona, and Mr.
and Mrs. Don DeSante of
Denver, Colorado.
They differ
What's the difference be-
tween dough and batter?
Dough is any mixture thick
enough to be roiled or kneaded.
A mixture that is thin enough
to pour or drop from a spoon is
known as batter.
ODIDdeCream Donuts
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Mr. nnd Mrs. Freddie A. Higgins
which were filled with red rose
petals.
Carl Haratie served as best
man ,for the groom. Groom-
sman and usher was Michael
Burchett and usher was Gary
Potts.
Master Michael Thompson
was the ring bearer.
Special guest was Mrs. Nora




ceremony a reception was
held in the fellowship room of
the church.
Serving at the reception
were Mrs. Dorothy Richards,
Mrs. Carla Hudson, Mrs.
Yvone Pruitt, Mrs. Anne
Washer, and Mrs. Millie
Thompson.
The couple left later for a
wedding trip to Reelfoot Lake
refOrt" area.
Mr. and Mrs. Higgins are






met at Lake Way Shore in
June for a picnic meeting with
Mrs. Virginia McDaniel as the
gracious hostess at' this
—beatitifurplace.
Mrs. Bertha Hines spoke on
the theme -Great
Possibilities," and brought a
devotional from Heb. 13:1-9.
stressing the showing of love
and concern for others
Special prayer was made for
the children and youth. along
with the homes of the nation
Child Abuse and Por-
nography, along with solutions
for such problems, were
discussed. As an organization
for the purpose of protecting
the homes, the group's
searching for ways to help in
the present-day delima. a
member said. "We seek to
work directly with the
children and youth in our LPL
group ages 6-12 and our YTC
group including those from 12
on up to marriage. In these
groups we are seeking to have
speech contests and poster
contests to help train and
inform them, as well as
compete for prizes. There is
no group organized as yet for 
the Youth Temperance
Council (YTC), but we are
believing the Lord for this in
the near future," the member
said.
Plans were made for the
meeting on July 22, when the
group will elect officers and
think of the new year begin-
ning in early September. Two
new members who joined
recently were welcomed, and
visitors are welcome to at-
tend.
All Youth are invited to
attend YTC Camp to be held at
Corbin, Ky. Aug. 8-13...ages 12
up to marriage. A special bus
will go from .Mayfield. and
expenses are $25.00 per person
plus spending money one may
need. If there are those Who..
can't pay the full amount and
can pay half of their way plus
spending meney, there will be
a way provided. Contact
Lorene Clayton at Hazel right
away so she can let the youth
director at. May1Aeld----14107.-_
Safi- send you more in-
-formation, a spokesman said
If you are interested in camp
this year, Youth, call 492-8480
and speak to Miss Clayton
about this camp.
Satad for two- --
Chop one small stalk of cel-
ery and one-fourth small
onion. Mix in bowl with one
tablespoon mayonnaise or
salad dressing, one teaspoon
vinegar, one teaspoon Algal.,
one-fourth teaspoon prepared
mustard, case-fourth teaspoon
salt and pepper Add one cup
cooked macaroni and cut-up
hard-cooked egg Mix lightly.
Makes two servings, about
three-fourths cup each.
4zR0
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Murray Women Attend
Alpha Omicron Pi Meet
Four members of Alpha
Omicron Pi social sorority
represented the Delta Omega
Chapter of Murray State
University at the fraternity's
52nd International Con-
vention.
Those attending the June 16-•.l:
20 meetings at the Camelback
Inn, Scottsdale, Arizona, were
Mrs. Treva Mathis, pledge
advisor, Mrs. Linda Stockton,
financial advisor, Miss Janice
Elliott, Mayfield, chapter
president, and Miss Sally Ann
Williams, Belleville, Ill.,
chapter .vice-president.
These delegates were joined
__by _MI6 other _Alpha Omicron
Pis representing 85 collegiate
chapters, two colonies, and 142
alumnae chapters.
The Delta Omega Chapter
came to .the Murray State
University campus in.
. February of 1961 -and has had
over 430 members in its six-
teen years existence.
Since Alpha Omicron Pi's
founding in 1897 at Barnard
College (Columbia Univer-
sity), New York City, the
women's fraternity has grown
to include over 55,000 mem-
bers across the U.S. and
Canada. Convention gives
these memberi a chance to
get acquainted, exchange
ideas and learn more about
the operations of A011 In-
ternational.
Research grants were
awarded at the convention for
the fraternity's international
philanthropy, the Arthritis
Foundation. Since 1967, Alpha
Omicron Pi has provided over
$100,000 for arthritis research.
In honor of the four original
founders, awards were
presented to both collegians




sessions, Alpha Omicron Pi
rules and procedures were
reexamined and new





Convention was headed by
_Internallunal _Conkentln11--
Chairman; Mrs. Robert




Ariz. The convention was




and was .guided. by the other
international officers.
SORORITY CONVENTION—Attending the convention'
of the Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority at Scottsdale,
Arizona, were, left to right, top, Treva Mathis and Linda
Stockton, and seated, Janice Elliott and Sally Ann
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Up To 500. / Jecins9f; TopsI' orGuys 8 Gals
Also featured are. . .
Oil .Paintings by Mrs. Roy Hatton of Murray
Mrs. Hation is an accomplished, self-taught artist. with a style uniquely her own.
painting at a proce you can afford would make a unique gift for someone special or lust tre
at vourselt
Early Chnstmas shoppers might want to order early for a painting 01 tkeir thoicik,
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The Promised Land
Association with Moses for forty
years afforded Joshua, his divinely
appointed successor, sufficient
practical experience to qualify him for
the leadership of the children of Israel.
Joshua had great faith in God and
displayed remarkable devotion to Him.
There was never any wavering,
hesitating, or delaying when the way of
duty was made known to this man of
faith, steadfastness, and spiritual
integrity. God told Joshua to cross the
Jordan River, to lead the Israelites into
the Promised Land, and to enjoy the
marvelous blessings that were in store
for them there. Joshua was encouraged
- greatly by  God's promise_ of His
constant and unfatling presence and
power, enabling him to do all that would
be required of him.
Joshua 4:4-7 ,
Joshua led the children of Israel
across the Jordan River, while God
stopped the water from flowing. As
soon as they had crossed to the other
side, God instructed Joshua to choose
one man from each of the twelve tribes,
and to have them to carry large stones
from the River and erect a memorial.
Such a memorial would certainly excite
the attention of those who passed that
way and observed it, and would
certainly increase the gratitude of
those who understood its significance.
When the rising generations inquired
about its purpose and meaning, their
parents and others would joyously and
gratefully relate the story of that
miraculous crossing to the praise and
honor of God. Such important events
should never be permitted to sink into
utter oblivion, but should be
memorialized.
Joshua 5:10-12
On their journey through the
wilderness God led them with a pillar of
cloud by day and a pillar of fire by
night. When they faced danger God
protected them from harm. When they
were thirsty, due to the lack of water,
God provided for them streams in the
wilderness. When food became scarce
God rained down manna around their
tents.
After a long interval in which they
had not observed the passover, they
gladly did so at Gilgal. The manna
ceased to fall, and they ate unleavened
cakes and parched grain. God's care of
them continued in a new and different
form, as so often is the case, and they
truly enjoyed "theiruit of the land of
Canaan." Now that they had arrived
where they could plant, cultivate, and
harvest, and subsist without
supernatural intervention, God
discontinued the sending of manna
from heaven.
Joshua 6:1-5
Before the Israelites could proceed
from the river safely and successfully,
it was necessary for them to deal with
the walled and well-fortified city of
Jericho. In the light of God's promise
the land was theirs already, but it was
their responsibility to take possession
of it. Their worst enemies were within
the walls of Jericho and had to be
removed before they could make any
progress on their journey. They did not
know how to capture the city, inasmuch
as they did not have a known way of
penetrating or scaling its remarkable
walls.
It was not for Joshua to decide on a
method of attack. That decision was left
with God, where it rightfully belonget
God outlined for and presented to
Joshua a plan which seemed quite
strange to men, but it was one which
would result in God receiving the honor
and glory for its success, rather than
the Israelites getting the credit and
praise for its capture. God instructed
Joshua to have the Israelites to march
silently around the fascinating and
strong walls of Jericho for six
successive days. On the. seventh day
they were to march around the city
seven times. When this somewhat
monotonous procedure had been
carried - out, the priests blew a long
blast on their rams' horns, the people
shouted, and those thick walls
collapsed. This remarkable feat was a
clear demonstration of power of God.
This unforgettable incident proved that
God had the strength to do whatever He
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wanted to do, apart from the military
strategy of men.
Joshua 11:23
Following the conquest of Jericho,
the people of God took possession of the
land which God had previously given to
them. As soon as they got control of the
land, Joshua apportioned it to the
respective tribes to which it had been
assigned, and God's previous promise
was fulfilled. In His own good time and
by the method He deems advisable and
best, God always fulfills His precious
promises.
Inside Report . .Bv Bintianci ans and itritsfrri ‘i ak
Riding The Bear
LUSAKA, Zambia — The fortress-
like Soviet Embassy here has become
the nerve center of guerrilla operations
against Rhodesia Zimbabwe) and
Southwest Africa (Namibia
undermining persistent Western hopes
that Zambia's President Kenneth
Kaunda would become the
peacemaking moderate for southern,,
Africa.  -
Behind the embassy's high, heavily
guarded walls, a short walk from the
Zambian foreign ministry,
Ambassador Vasily Solodovnikov is
intimately involved in training,
supplying and even deploying
guerrillas. Moreover, old diplomatic
hands see him doing his worst to scuttle
Western efforts for negotiated
settlements in Rhodesia and Southwest
Africa. For the Kremlin to cash in on its
heavy investment, the guerrillas must
win: A genuine free election might well
install a non-guerrilla government.
The Soviet aim thus conflicts with
popular sentiment in Zambia, possibly
shared at heart by Kaunda himself, for
Huinanely Speaking
a quick negotiated peace in Rhodesia.
Nevertheless, Kaunda publicly takes
the hard line and may be trapped in
positions not :in his nation's best
interest. Having mounted the Russian
bear, Ken Kaunda cannot easily get off.
Solodovnikov has impressive
credentials. An expert at the Soviet
, Africa Institute with intimate links to
the KGB, he was architect of
the Kremlin's highly successful
strategy for Southern Africa. But the
pudgy, smiling Russian is no KGB
heavy, frightening off diplomatic
colleagues. Rather, he assures
everybody of his sincere best wishes for
the Anglo-American initiative on
Rhodesia.
Veteran diplomats don't believe a
word of it. Solodovnikov supervised the
quick buildup of Joshua Nkomo's new
3,000-man guerrilla army based in
Zambia. Having put their money on this
new military factor, the last thing the
Russians want is a quick settlement.
Indeed, , Solodovnikov has made
Zambia a hub of military activity in
Written By The Humane
Society Of Calloway County
You Asked For It
Last week, more than 50 dogs and
puppies were put to sleep at the county
dog pound. "Put to sleep?" That's a
nice term to cover up the fact that they
were dragged from their sages and shot
through the head. And more than 30 of
them were puppies, most of them not
more than eight weeks old.
. They were nice pups: a tiny black and
white male who was always first to the
the door of the cage when someone
came, tail wagging furiously as he
jumped up on the wire, yipping in
delight: a cinnamon colored pup who
rolled over on his back to be scratched
when someone entered the cage.
Some, half-starved and sick when
they arrived at the pound, were not so
endearing. Others, healthy and frisky
upon arrival, declined, noticeably
during their week's stay. Their gleeful
dances slowed; their bright eyes
became dull; and their manner became
listless and apathetic. Some, too small
to reach the water dish or eat the food
meant for adult dogs, were too weak
even to raise their heads to greet
visitors. All showed evidence of worms
— bloated bellies and dull, dirty coats.
They spent the long nights and days
huddled on hard cement in the corner of
their cage — more than 25 in one cage.
Flies swarmed over the excrement and
over the puppies.
For these dogs and pups, death was a
release, even when it came from a
bullet.
But don't blame the warden for
shooting them' He had no choice.
Homes could not be found for so many
pups, and he had to make room for the
dozens of animals to be picked up
during the next week. He has no better
method than a rifle, and he must make
do with the pound which is provided to
him by the county.
The pound is inadequate in every
respect (no matter what the grand jury
says every year)! Animals are not
sufficiently protected against wind and
weather. Improper food is provided
pups and dogs on a haphazard schedule.
Water dishes often remain empty all
day long in hot weather until the
warden makes his nightly visit. In
winter, the water dishes are frozen, and
frozen drains mean ice frequently
covers areas where the dogs must lie.
The pound is not open on a regular,
announced schedule. Cages are often
overcrowded and animals lie in their
own filth. There is no security, and
animals belonging to individuals are
stolen before their owners can claim
them. Records are not kept. Animals
under quarantine for rabies are kept
with other dogs, and are sometimes
stolen before the espirattpn of the
required observation period —•
endangering the health and . lives of
children in the community. Dogs are
shot in their cages by kooks who come
out to the pound to get their kicks. Sick
dogs are put in the same cages as
healthy, impounded pets. Etc., etc., etc.
It can be changed. It can be changed
this year. It may not be changed this
year.
17,e county must vacate the present
pound at the end of the year, and under
state law, the county must build a new
one elsewhere. It is important that the
right kind of pound ( or shelter) be built -
when it is built! We (and the animals
will have to live (and die) with the new
one for the next fifty years.
The Humane Society has not been idle
in this respect. It has obtained model
plans from national humane
organizations and visited shelters in
cities in Kentucky and Tennessee to
determine what facilities an adequate
shelter should have, and what sort of
services it should offer to the public. It
has recommended plans to the county
magistrates, who must make the
decision and .appropriate the money.
These are not, "pie in the sky" plans
forced upon the community by
"bleeding hearts" in Boston or New
York. They are modeled after shelters
which have been built in Kentucky and
:Tennessee. They resemble closely the
shelter which Madisonville built a few
years ago, and they have been modified
to meet the special needs of Murray and
Calloway County.
It seems safe to say that we will k ir Lig_
the kind of pound or 
sheitr
a r.
That is what we have had for a number
of years. If we are apathetic, an
inadequate pound will be built, and the
same disgraceful, wretched conditions
will continue. Dogs will die in their
filth; -quarantined" animals will be
stolen; pups must have their brains
blown out regularly because a more
humane method is not available. Only
the tip of the "iceberg" of animal
problems here will be dealt with, and a
comprehensive program of animal
control will still be only the dream of
humane individuals and property
owners.
The county magistrates will build the
kind of pound or shelter the citizens
want and ask for. In next week's -
column, we will discuss the type of:
facilities which are needed in this area
and what a comprehensive program of
animal control involves. If you are
convinced that adequate facilities
should be built this year, it is important
that you write or call your magistrate
and let him know — this week, Or next
after you have studied our proposals in
this column. In a democratic society',
you get what you ask for 7 if zou, ask
- if you deniand. ,
southern Africa. It is a base for
guerrilla raids against both Rhodesia
and the long sliver of Southwest Africa
called the Caprivi Strip. Soviet Aeroflot
passenger planes land regularly at
Lusaka Airport, ferrying Nkomo's
guerrillas to and from training in
Angola.
But in.. typical Russian ,
Solodovnikov is no gracious guest.
While using Zambia as a base for
military operations elsewhere, he is not
beyond attempting a little subversion
here. Some 250 Russian Technicians,
mainly teachers, are suspected by
Zambian officials of proselytizing
student radicals against Kaunda as an
old fuddy-duddy with insufficient
revolutionary fervor.
The matter surfaced when the
Zambian government accused a
Novosti press representative (un-
doubtedly a KGB man) of subversive -
activities and told Solodovnikov there
would be no publicity if the agent were
quietly returned home. The
ambassador refused. The Zambian
government then kicked out the Novosti
man, announcing it in a brief item
buried in Lusaka's government-
controlled newspapers.
The Novosti incident is seized upon by
Western diplomats as proof that
Kaunda runs his own house, but it
actually reveals Solodovnikov's
arrogance and Kaunda's caution.
Certainly, Kaunda is no free agent
capable of throwing out the Russians in
Egyptian-Sudanese fashion. Besides
reliance on Soyiet arms by the Zambian
army ( now deployed on the Rhodesian
border), Kaunda is constrained by
fellow "front-line" states
(Mozambique, Angola, Tanzania) more
radical than Zambia.
So, Kaunda's posture has hardened.
The agent for Angola's anti-Communist
UNITA guerrillas, backed by Kaunda
in the Angolan civil war, has been
thrown out of Lusaka. Although Kaunda
once condemned Cuban intervention in
Angola, he recently suggested Cuban
troops might be used in Rhodesia.
Kaunda's switch from moderate to
hawkish rhetoric on Rhodesia is
attributed by Western apologists to
disillusionment over past failures in
negotiations. But beyond rhetoric, he
singlehandedly pushed the African
summit meeting in Gabon to a
resolution demanding a military
solution in Rhodesia. Western
diplomats suspect a recent editorial in
the Zambia Daily Mail, criticizing a
suggested British Commonwealth
peacekeeping force for Rhodesia, was
written at State House ( the presidential
palace). Above all, Kaunda is as
committed to Nkomo's military force
as are theRussians.
Kaunda's militancy does not fit the
national mood, which greeted "war
posters" slapped all over Lusaka with
ennui. Although depressed copper
prices are mainly responsible for
Zambia's economic hard times, closing
r with Rhodesia also hurt.
Apart from student radicals, Zambians
would rather spend money on Lusaka's
wretched shantytown slums than for
more Soviet mili'ary hardware. Even
back-benchers in parliament are
privately cool to the war effort.
Ken Kaunda, a likeable, decent man
in a continent where those qualities are
M short supply, cannot change course
to satisfy public opinion. He will ride
the Russian bear until Soviet-backed
guerrillas take over Rhodesia. Whether
he dismounts at that point, nearly
surrounded by leftist neighbors, is
something Comrade Solodovnikov will
have much to say about.
Bible Thought
And he said to the woman,
Thy faith hath saved thee; go
in peace. Luke 7:50.
Streetwalkers and thieves
know the sinfulness of sin better
than polite sinners or rich
hypocrites`who cheated on their
laSt ineoftie Tax. .
•—• .11".
Sharon Pederson's assessment of her
worth to her family has been confirmed
by a Seattle Superior Court judge.
Judge George H. Revelle ruled that
4M.Insurance_ cQUIPany _must issue
$200,000 policy on Mrs. Pederson's life.
The housewife had applied for the
policy in the conviction that her
husband would need at least $20,000 a
year to replace her homemaking
services in the event of her death.
The insurance firm had reiected her
application and advised that it would
issue no more than $50,000 worth of life
insurance because she was not the
family's "breadwinner."
The judge's decision disputed the
insurance company's claim that the
$200,000 policy was "overinsurance
beyond her needs."
Mrs. Pederson's attorney viewed the
case as a joust with sex discrimination
and hailed the victory as a recognition
of woffien's rights.'
The judge, we think, simply took a
—143/fg,-1iiird rook at a homemaker's
duties and agreed with Mrs. Pederson's
common-sense computation of their
fair value.
0+0
A factory worker went to his boss and
told him "I think I deserve a raise. For
the past six years I've done the work of
three men."
"I can't give you a raise," said the
boss, "but if you tell me who the other
two are, I'll fire them."
0+0
Capitol Architect George M. White
figures Congress can create 135,000
square feet of additional office space
for itself by investing $55 million in his
plan to rebuild the historic West Front
of the Capitol. The American Institute
of Architects is objecting, on grounds
that the plan — which calls for
projecting the West Front forward by
as much as 80 feet — would harm the
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Bobby Joe Sims will be the speaker at
the gospel meeting to be held at the
Friendship Church of Christ, July 23-30,
with Ernie Rob Bailey as song director.
Deaths reported include Mrs. L. D.
(Dallas) Outland, age 79, and Mrs.
Mary Louise Lawrence Anderson.
David Wright will be manager and
operator of the Dairy Cheer Drive-In to
open on Chestnut Street, Murray, in
August.
Mrs. Bill Clark Thomas, missionary
to Malaysia, spoke at the meeting of the
Woman's Missionary Union of the First
Baptist Church held on July 18 at the
church.
Marriages announced include Laura
Catherine Johnston to David Earl
Swain on June 24 at Oxford, Ohio.
Airman Second Class Wallis Earl
Perry is serving with the 7th Aviation
Deport Squadron at the sub-arctic base
at Goose Air Base, Labrador.
Marine Pvt. Larry W. Woodall, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenton Woodall of
Dexter, is serving with the 2nd Marine
Division at Camp Lejeune, N. C.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Grace
Paschall.
Pictured today are the Little League
All-Stars who will play Benton on July
30. Players are Wilkerson, R. Danner,
Kerlick, Hutson, Weatherly, D. Danner,
Ellis, Hendon, Rowland, Miller, Howe,
Blackburn, Gibbs, Jones, and Hurt.
Managers are G. W. Faughn and W. E.
Blackburn.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Mahan and
daughter, Rhoda Sue, are the guests of
their daughter and sister, Mrs. Bill
Steele and Mr. Steele of Florida.
30 Years Ago
George E. Overbey, president of the
Murray Broadcasting, Inc., said that a
decision on the application of the
company for a full time radio station to
be located at Murray should be
forthcoming by next month.
City officials completed negotiations
for 140 parking meters to be installed in
the business section of Murray,
according to City Clerk Charlie Grogan.
The temperature in Murray fell to 55
degrees last night. .
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McDaniel whose
home was destroyed by fire were
honored with a shower by the Dexter
Mothers Club at the Dexter School
building.
The Rev. B. G. Arterburn of Mayfield
is speaker at the revival now at the
Wel' Fork Baptist Church, according to





Murray Ledger & Times Editor,
architectural integrity of the building.
We go along with the AIA. The West
Front is the only portion of the original
Capitol facade still visible. It is badly in
_ Aced cd_sthringAv.hut the- AM
estimates it could be restored with its
present appearance for half the cost of
Mr. White's plan.
But what about the demand for more
office space for Congress? In the spirit
of budget-balancing and streamlining
of big government which President
Carter wants to bring to the other end of
Pennsylvania Avenue, Congress should
impose a ceiling on the square-footage
of its own offices, which already have
spilled into monumental annexes near
the Capitol. This would be bad news for
Mr. White, whose staff of architects
would have less to do, but it would
discourage extensions that might
eventually see the West Front reaching
all the way to the Washington
Monument.
EARTliNk
HEARTLINE: I recently hired a
-woman to help with my housework. Do I
have to report and pay Social Security
taxes on her wages? F. C.
ANSWER: Yes. Under present law,
domestic services performed in the
private home of the employer are
covered under the law if the cash wages
paid by the employer to the worker
during a calendar quarter — January
through March, April through June,
July through September or October
through December — amount to $50 or
more.
HEARTLINE: I have talked to some
insurance agents about purchasing a
Medicare supplement insurance policy.
All the salesmen talk about preexisting
health conditions, but I really do not
understand thii. Can you explain what
they mean? N. R.
ANSWER: This is one of the most
important and least understood
provisions of a health insurance policy.
Many policies have a clause that states
any injury or sickness you may have
been treated for in a specified period
immediately preceding your purchase
of the policy will not be covered for a
spedific length of time. Either one of
these time periods can be from 30 days
to two years.
Obviously, the best policies are those
with the" shortest-trine pert' to watt —
before being covered for "preexisting
conditions."
For people who have problems
understanding their health insurance,
Heartline has developed "Headline's
Guide to Health Insurance." This book
covers the major questions you have
about the purchase of health insurance,
Medicare supplements, disability
income policies and regular health
insurance policies. There is also a
policy checklist which will help you in
asking questions to an insurance agent.
To order your copy, send $1.50 to
"Heartline's -Guide to Health
Insurance," Box 4994, Des Moines,
Iowa 50306. This book is completely
guaranteed. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: How do you know if a
mail order company will back up its
claims? R. K.
ANSWER: Many millions of dollars
are spent annually with mail order
companies, and probably 99 per cent of
them are fine organizations that are
very legitimate and offer a complete
money-back guarantee. It is the other 1
per cent that gives the mail order
business a bad name and forces the
consumer to beware.
The most important rule to follow in
ordering by mail is to never send cash.
Always use a check or money order so
you have a record of when you sent your
order and when the company received
it.
Obviously, there are many, other
important considerations when you
order something by mail. Headline has
compiled a list of 10 rules to follow when
ordering by mail. For a free copy of this
list, send a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope with your request to
"Heartline—Mail Order," 114 E.
Dayton Street, West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
HEARTLINE Is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
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KENTUCKY LEAGUE YANKS — The Yanks of the Kentucky League rolled up.' impressive 12-2
season record. They were the co-champions of the first half and won the second half of the
league race. Top row, left to right, are Cana Steve West, Richard lacy, Mire McReynolds, John
Whiteford, Amy Bryon, Alan McClard and Mark Waldrop. Front, Kelly Steely, Mark West, Mal
Grimes, Corey Buie, Scott Mx, Joan Mark Hall and Jerry McCuistonr
Reuss Notches 100th
Career Win, Cubs Win
By KEN RAPPOPORT .
AP Sports Writer
For three days during the
All-Star break, Jerry Reuss
heard crickets chirp and the
wind blow through the trees in
a sleepy New England retreat.
Thursday night, he heard
the crack of Al Oliver's bat
and the wind of his pitches
blowing by batters. •
Both kinds of noises were
significant to the Pittsburgh
Pirate left-hander. The first
provided needed therapy and
the second a needed victory,
as the Pirates beat the Cin-
cinnati Reds 6-2.
"I stuck my feet in the
Atlantic Ocean and washed
away the first half of the
season," said Reuss, talking
about his dismal 4-10 record
before Tuesday night's All-
Star Game. "It seemed the
farthest thing from my mind
was pitching.
"I slept late, sat on the
porch, heard the crickets
chirp. These are things I don't
hear during the baseball
season."
Reuss allowed but six hits in
one of his strongest












and had plenty of help from
his teammates. The Pirate
defense contributed three
double plays and Oliver drove
in a pair of runs.
Reuss also had some
assistance from the fans in
notching his 100th career
victory. The Pirates broke
open the genie with three runs
in the fifth, courtesy of a fan's
umbrella.
Lead-off batter Frank Ta-
veras hit a foul pop-up and
Cincinnati first baseman Dan
Driessen had a chance to
catch it near the railing but
the ball struck a bright blue
umbrella and eluded him.
The Reds brigly argued
that it was fan interference,
but first base umpire Paul
Pryor said the ball was in the
stands when it hit the
umbrella. After that incident,
Taveras tripled to start the
three-run rally.
Phillies 9, Giants 6
Pinch-hitter Jerry Martin's
bases-loaded triple capped an
eight-run sixth inning that
carried Philadelphia over San
Francisco.
The Giants had taken a 6-0
 lead off winner Jim Lonborg,
4-3, on a grand slam homer by
Gary Thomasson in the third
and a two-run homer by Marc
Hill in the fifth.
Cubs 4, Braves 3
Bill Buckner's run-scoring At East
--pinCh single-in the bottaffi or
the 12th lifted Chicago over
Atlanta. With one out in the
12th, reliever Rick Camp, 5-2,
walked both Manny Trillo and
Joe Wallis before Buckner
delivered his game-winning
hit.
Camp took over for Phil
Niekro at the start of the
inning after Niekro had
yielded seven hits and struck
out eight in 11 innings. Paul
Reuschel, 4-1, who followed
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Spruce Up
Your Nest!
Spruce-Up Interior Acrylic Flat Wall Paint makes old rooms look young
again' Covers beautifully, dries quickly. with no pointy order Paint a
room in the afternoon. entertain in it that evening. Complements your
furnishings. retains lt.s colorful beauty for years Cleans up easily with,
soap aria water s.- Up . the most beautiful paint a little money can
buy'
Save $2.50
Regular $8.99 per gal.
NOW $6"
MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY
104 MAPLE STREET - t ...PHONE 753-31,61
"""--14111R1R AV, PCerPtie 442474- -••
starter Bill Bonham and Willie
Hernandez to the mound, was
the winner.
Expos 4, Dodgers,
Steve Rogers sired a four-
hitter and Tony Perez drove in
three runs as Montreal
blanked Los Angeles. Rogers,
10-8, recorded his fourth
shutout of the season, tying
him with Cincinnati's Tom
Seaver for the leaguelead.
Steve Garvey's second-
inning single, a single in the
seventh by Reggie Smith and
base hits by Johnny Oates and
Bill Russell in the ninth were
the only safeties off the
Motnreal right-hander. Rick
Rhoden, 10-7, lost his fourth
game in a row for the
Dodgers.
Padres 3, Mets 2
George 'Hendrick's bases-
loaded single off Skip
Lockwood in the 10th inning
lifted San Diego over New
York. With one out, singles by
Bill Almon and Mike Ivie and
an intentional walk to Dave
Winfield loaded the bases to





Johnson City, Tenn. — Don
Zeiler, a 7-0, 225-pound center
from Rockaway, N. J., will
join the basketball program at
East Tennessee State
University.
Zeiler, who played sparingly
for Brevard Community
College in Cocoa, Fla., last
year because of illness, has
signed a grant-in-aid with the
Buccaneers.
He was signed to the Ohio
Valley Conference pact by
Buccaneer head coach Sonny
Smith.
"We saw Don play three of
his last five games last
season," said Smith in an-
nouncing the signing. "We. feel
he has the tools to play major
college basketball."
Zeiler played his high school
basketball at Morris Hill High
School in Rockaway where he
was an All-State selection, All-
Morris County choice and New
York Daily News All-
Conference and All-Area
picks.
In high school, he carried a
scoring average of 22.6 points
per game and 18.1 rebounds
per outing. He also averaged
8.3 blocked 'shots per game.
His single game highs in-
clude 42 points and 34
rebounds.'
Zeiler was coached at
Morris Hill High School by
Walter Kilcollen while Ray
Oler was his coach at Brevard
Community College. -
Zeiler will join Brevard
Community College team-
mate. Cat Watson, a 6-3 guard,
as a Buccaneer this fall.
Other_ Buccaneer signees
include 6-7 George Underwood
from Knoxville Austin East, J.
D. Davis, a 6-3 guard from
Wallace Community College
in Dothan, Ala., 6-7 D. • C.
Smith from Brevard Junior
College in Brevard, N. C., 6-6
Vincent Scott from Bishop
State Junior College in Mobile;









Signed Mack Alston, tight end.
BUFFALO BILLS — Traded
Mike Montier, center, to the
Denver Broncos for an un-
disclosed draft choice.
CINCINNATI BENGAIS —
Traded Stan Fritts, running
back, to the New Orleans








NEW YORK GIANTS —
Signed Mike Vaughan, tackle;
released Larry Robinson,
Allan Robinson, Ken Scarpa,
Dennis I,anovale, and Al
Mays, defensive backs;
Randy Cobb and Pete Righi,
wide receivers; Ned Deane,
linebacker; Bob Walsh,
defensive end; Les Jones,
tight end, Don Clayton run-
ningback ; Steve Werntz,
kicker and Larry Lilja,
center.
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES
— Signed Tom Ehlers.
linebacker; Dennis Franks,
center; Bill Olds, running
back; Jeff Bleamer, guard.
PITTSBURGH STEELERS
— Announced the resignation
pt Ron Ayres,. Offensive
lineman.
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS --
Released Walt Herod and
Doug Jackson, punters; Kirk
May, eefety; Paul Rich,
guard, and Rick Spain
linebacker.
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS —
Announced that Jim Cramer,
linebacker; Andy Gagnon,
guard, and Gary Johnson,
defensive end, left camp.
WASHINGTON REDSKINS
— Placed Bob Blake, tight
end, on waivers.
MURRAY SOUTH — Members of the Murray South All-Stors of the Kentucky League are top row, left to r
ight, Glen Grogan,
coach, Monty Morton, David Randolph, Mike Foust, Steve Wells, Chris Starks and Bob Malone, coach. Front, Ro
n Rogers, Rick
Grogan, Mitch Grogan, Kyle Smith, Stephen Malone and Mori McClard. Not present was Mark Doran.
k Start Ptietos be Mibb Bragiihmil
Four Kentucky League Teams In
Tourney Play At Mayfield Monday
Four All-Star teams from
the Kentucky League in




Each team will have 12
players and the players were
taken off two-league teams.
For instance, the first-place
team and the last-place team
in the league standings
combined to make one team,
—4 
the second and seventh place
teams combined, etc.
At the National League
Field at the Mayfield City
Park, Monday's 7 p. m. opener
will feature Murray North
against Mayfield Team
Number One. Murray North
consists of players Irom the
Yanks and Cubs.
The 9 p. m. game at the
National' League Field
Monday will pit Murray West
against Mayfield Number
Three. Murray West is made
up of the Astros and A's.
At' the Little League Field,
Monday's 7 p. m. contest will
find Murray South playing
Mayfield Number two.
Murray South consists of the
Cards and Twins.
The second contest at the
Little League Field, which will
begin at 9 p. m. Monday, will
find Murray East playing
Mayfield Four. Murray East
consists of players from the
Pirates and Reds.
The tourney, is single
elimination.
Semifinals will begin at 7 p.
m. Tuesday and both games
will be on the National League
Field.
Championship action will
begin at 7 p. m. Thursday and
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Myrray Righthander Blanks Clarksville
Gibbs Fires Gem,
Legion Splits Two
There was a power problem
Thursday night at Holland
Stadium.
The power was from the
arm of Alan Gibbs who made
it lights out for the Clarksville
American Legion team.
Gibbs, a righthander who
- wilt be a junior at Murray
High this fall, blanked
Clarksvillegultiree-hitter as.
the Murray American Legion
posted a 9-0 win to gain a
twinbill split.
In the opening contest,
Clarksville extended
Murray's losing streak to four
ganies with a 7-3 victory.
Gibbs was simply
overpowering. Not only that,
he had his control ttio. And
when Gibbs has the fastball
working and has the control,
opposing batters have about
as much of a chance as hitting
the ball as Johnny Horizon
would have cleaning up the
roadways in Murray.
Gibbs struck out 11 batters
in the contest and did not issue
a walk. He -was never in
trouble. He gave up singles in
the second, sixth and seventh
innings.
Besides the power from his






















Awtheriml Mirth lender COIltlif
BARRETT1
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868 ,
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also played a key role in the
victory by Murray.
Gibbs knocked in four runs
with a pair of singles.
Gibbs got all the support he
needed in the home half of the
first as Bob Thurman reached
on an error and stole second.
Gibbs came up and struck out.
But the catcher missed the
ballandtbethroviialirst want
into rightfield. Gibbs wound
up on third and Murray led 1-0.
Jeff Oakley and Tommy
Chavis added doubles In the
frame, with each getting an
RBI.
Murray Made it 6-0 with
three more in the second as
Mike Utley singled, stole
second and went to third when
Kim Sims reached on an
error. Thurman singled in one
ruh before Gibbs singled for
two.
Brad Taylor's run-scoring
single in the fo-urth made it 7-0
for Gibbs before the Murray
hurler singled in two in the
sixth to account for the final
nine-run margin.
In the opening contest, it
was a story of too many hits
and too many errors.
Clarksville had too many hits,
Murray too many errors.
Brad Taylor started on the
hill for Murray and worked
four complete innings, exiting
With a 7-2 deficit. Taylor gave
up seven hits in the game and
four earned runs.
--P_aul Robertson hurled
shutout ball over the final
three frames and gave up just
two hits.
Murray, which made four
errors in the contest, fell
behind 3-0 in the first as an
error, a single and a three-run
homer by Chuck Blane staked
Clarksville to an early lead.
The visitors added two more
in the fifth and two in fourth to
lead 7-0.
. Murray's Tuns. came in the
fourth, fifth and sixth frames.
Oakkey singled in the fourth,
Thurman singled in the fifth
and an error acounted for the
run in the sixth.
With the split, the Murray
Legion stands at 12:17 for the
season.
Murray will play a I p.m.
twinbill at Jackson Saturday
to close out the regular
season.
Then next Thursday evneing
in Brooks Stadium, Murray
will open a best-of-three
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Clarksville 000 000 0 04-2
Murray 330 102 a 9-10-
Royals Clout Tigers,
Edging Closer To Top
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer -
The Kansas City Royals,
seeking another division title,
keep closing in on first place in
the American League West.
The expansion Seattle
Mariners, hopeful of finishing
out of the cellar, are all the
way up to sixth and wouldn't
mind staying there.
The Royals sliced another
half-game off the lead of the
idle Chicago White Sox
Thursday night with an 8-1
rout of the Detroit Tigers and
trail ,the division leaders by
just two games. Meanwhile,
the Mariners edged Oakland 4-
3 and dropped the A's into the
basement, one-half game
behind Seattle.
"It's easy to get someplace,
but it's tougher to stay there,"
said Seattle Manager Darrell
ninth inning of the nightcap
and then won it in the 10th on
rookie Dick Davis' two-out
bloop single. The Ya.utees
took the opener as Catfish
Hunter fired a five-hitter for
his first shutout of the season
and Graig Nettles hit a three-
run homer.
Cecil Cooper, who ignited
the Brewers' four-run rally
with a leadoff homer in the
ninth against Ed Figueroa. led
off the 10th with a single off
Dick Tidrow, his fourth hit of
the game. One out later, he
stole second when catcher
Fran Healy was tillable to hold
the ball on a pitchout. After
Tidrow fanned Jamie Quirk,
Davis, looped his game-
winning hit to right field.
Another rookie, pitcher Sam Grade Members of Squad? Yes No 
Hinds, kept the Brewers in the Registration will be held at Calloway County High School from 9 a. m. until 11 a. m. Monday, July 25. Fee will be eight dollars
game after they fell behind 4-0 which will include instructions, insurance and refreshments.
Johns40.-- wham --kra--BibbY-xias-eliPPed for —in-the-first Lbring by truaing -Personrshotild brittralong thisforrtrl'ormorrinformatInn, call Luana Colson at 753-5978, Sheila Darnell at 489-2114 or Kim
have been in last place almost Jim Rice's 24th homer but still Kemp at 435-4343.
steadily since the start of the
season.
"It's kind of like getting to
the major leagues. A lot, of
players get there, but not that
many stick around."
Al Cowens had four hits and
drove in five runs in Kansas
City's triumph while Paul
Splittorff fired a four-hitter for
his third complete game in 22
starts. The victory was the
seventh in a row for the
Royals, the longest winning
streak of the season for the
defending champs.
Mariners 4, A's 3
Ruppert Jones and Julio
Cruz drove in two runs apiece
for Seattle while Glenn Abbott





WIN AWARDS-11oe Calloway Comity varsity end limier varsity cheerleaders was several awards recently at neap held lo Mar-
tin. They received the spirit award, which was voted open by all squads. The award was hosed on frioadship and iphit. Wm var-
sity cheerleaders were selected as ens of the top 10 snoods for the award of excellence. Beth upends received spirit sticks ea
the final day of the camp. At the top are the leyvee dteerleaders. They are, top row, left to right, Sees. Dyers, Shannon Jones,
Tamed crane WW1 Bin Mahon. Front row, Joyce Stephens, Rhoads Garland, MIAs Tinter- and Regina tosesinghan. I. the levier
picture we the varsity cheerleaders. They are, top row left to right, Won Dowdy, Kim Kemp, Karol Kemp and Nancy Mwdeck.
Front row, Gads StehMefieM, Sheila Darnell and Jan Potts. Wane Cohen was not present for the photograph.









Your wish can come true — now you can
rent a new Ford as long as you need it — a
day, a week, a month. Choose from most





Call for Wells %whey 753-5273
RENT-A-CAR
-
teammates for the third time
in four decisions. Abbott lost a
shutout bid in the seventh
when Wayne Gross hit a two-
run homer. Mitchell Page
homered in the ninth for
Oakland's final run.
However, Jones ripped his
18th homer to get the Mariners
started in the second inning
and his sacrifice fly in the
third made it 2-0. Cruz
delivered the other two runs
with. singles in the fifth and
sixth.
Red Sox 11-2, Indians 4-8
Home runs by Andre.
Thornton, John Lowenstein
and Bruce Bochte highlighted
the Indians' victory while
Butch Hobson slammed a
three-run homer for his
second hit in Boston's nine-run





















































won the nightcap with their
help from Jim Kern. Larvell
Blanks' two-run homer off
Luis Tiant gave the Indians a
3-2 lead in the seventh inning
of the opener but a single by
George Scott touched off the
Red Sox' nine-run explosion in
the bottom of the inning. Tiimt
went seven innings and fanned
eight, including Rico Carty in
the .fourth for the veteran
hurler's 2,000th career
strikeout.
Brewers 0-5, Yankees 7-4
The Brewers, three outs
away from being shut out in
both ends of the doubleheader,
rallied with four runs in the
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 6 Coniunctcin
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allowing just two singles.
Twins 3, Angels2
Bobby Bonds homered off
Dave Goltz as the Angels
scored twice in the top of the
first but Lyman Bostock tied it
against Nolan Ryan with a
two-run triple in the bottom of
the first and scored on Larry
Risle's two-opt bunt single.
Ailing Bird
DETROIT (AP) — Pitcher
Mark "The Bird" Fidrych of
the Detroit Tigers is scheduled
to test-his ailing shoulder with
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SCHOOL ATTENDING IN 1977-78
1977 Moneytree Winner
Dean Lampkins and Paul Thurman, who designed, built and ran
the Peoples Bank Moneytree Fair Booth, awards the 1977 Fair
Moneytree to Larry England. Larry guessed there was $164.15 on
the moneytree; the actual aMotiiirtiias $164.37.
oar/
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Purcell Loses In Split
Sets In Clay Court Play
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
On top of. his game after
pulling his third upset of
seeded player in as-many
days, wiseeded Lloyd Bourne
of Pasadena, Calif., led three
other players into today's
semifinals in the National
Junior Clay Court Tennis
Championship here.
Bourne was matched today
against seventh-seeded John
Corse of Atlanta, a 6-3, 6-3
winner on Thursday over




Jeff Robbins of Salt Lake City
against 10th-seeded Tal Henry
Bourne, a sophomore at of Charlotte, N. C.
StrffilbrirtTnffer-Rtr,"iffiroblirmr—a7fraZ=d-'91'
into the semifinal round after defeating fifth-seeded Mel
defeating ninth-seeded Chuck Purcell of Murray, Ky., 0-6, 6-
Hodgins of Sumter, S. C., 74, 4,6-3, while Henry beat Marty
6-3. Davis of San Jose, Calif., 6-3,
6-4.
Bourne is also still in the
running for the doubles title,




semifinals by defeating Andy
Andrews and Chuck Hodgin 7-
6,6-4.
In other doubles matches
Thursday, Ernesto Fernandez
and Tory Kiam defeated
Chase and Fritz Buehning 6-3,
2-6, 7-6; Kreg Yingst and Andy
Avrarn defeated Kevin Kerns 1.
and James Broder 7-5, 6-1;
and Robbins and John Benton
defeated Thor Debryn and




Junior Girls Softball play
was wrapped up Thursday
night when the Jets outscored
the Reds 17-7. The contest was
not as lopsided as the tally
indicated. The Reds had
fifteen hits to the Jeatwenty.
Leading the hitting for the
Jets were Julie Billington,
Ladonna Jones and Kay
Adams with three hits apiece.
Red's player Kelly Lovins also
had three hits. Pitching for the
-Reds was Jenny Lovins with
one strikeout. The winning
pitcher was Ladonna Jones.
At the close of the game,
first place trophies were
presented to the Jets through




seeded Guillermo Vitas and
second-seeded Brian Gottfried
won rain-interrupted matches
to advance to the quarter-
finals in the $125,000
Washington International
Tennis Championship.




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
0:4!.
•AIP ie/W .,rs• - -4-
• e
MURRAY EAST - Members of fire Murray East MI-Stars of the Kentucky League ore top row, left to debt, INN Barris, ands,
Todd Contri, Jay Wells, David Berri:, Jeff Dowdy, Rusty Wright, and Mark Strada, coach. Front row, Mike Wilkins, Dennis Mer-
maid, Kevin Crawford, Edward CretclifieW, David West, Shows McClure end Shane Guthrie.
(KtoMPhotee by Mite amiss)
MURRAY WEST - Members of the Murray West All-Stars of the Kentucky League are top row, left to right, Dean Ross, coals,
Chris Darnell, Terry Jones, John Mark Potts, Todd Ross, Jeff Eldridge, Marlin Cochran and Joe Jones, coed. Frost row„Elic
Whited, Chuck Adams, Gab. Amos, Phil Minton, John Kelso, Ross Bolen and Jimmy Borrow.
ost-Season
SPECIA
Get acquainted with the four-season versatility and
big-tractor toughness of our Case Compact Tractors.
And If you buy now you'll receive:
And if you buy now you'll receive:
Ii
with the 














When you're in. the mood to buy,





Torn Kite, Mike Morley,
Ge.orge Caclle, Jimmy Wit-
tenberg and rookie Jeff
Tom Weiskopf, winner of
two of the last four Canadian
national titles, was at 69, Al
(;eiberger at 60 and defending
I hampion Jerry Pate at 71.
In a large group at 72 were





eliminated the Murray Little
league All-Stars .Tuesday
night in tournament play at
Fulton, Won the championship
of the tourney Thursday with a
7-2 win over Mayfield West.
Shane Jackson;' who had
thrown a no-hitter in Mon-
day's opening win' over
 Paducah, allowed just two hits-
to Mayfield West. Jackson
fanned eight batters in going
the route for the victory.
Rodney Scarborough, who
hurled the 2-0 win Tuesday for
Ntayfield East over Murray.
picked up three hits to pace
the 11-hit attack.
Mayfield East will play at
Henderson Tuesday and .the
%inner of that game will move
on to the first round of the
state tourney play at Owen-
sboro.
Should Mayfield East win at
Henderson and Owensboro,
they would be one of- the final
four teams left in the •state.
Meanwhile, the Murray"-,
little League All-Stars are
gearing . up for another
tourney.
Theurray .A11-Stars will
piayirt 7 p. m. Tuesday in the
HOCKEY ‘tadisonville Invitational,
National Hockey meeting Russellville.
League • Murray Team Number Two
- _ BOSTON BRUINS - igned p.
(Stuff Photos by Mike Ilneedee)
Super Putting Gives Trevino
Lead In Canadian Open Play
and Ray-Floyd. Ben- 6Fifish-a-if
blew to an 80.
Trevino, whose rags-to-
riches saga includes five
major championships and a
blitz of the American, British
and Canadian national titles in
1971, has had to restructure
his game following the
surgery. And he hasn't won in
more than a year.
Forsch Wins 12th Game
As Cards Edge Astros
ST. LOUIS (AP) — J. R.
Richard's version of sununer
heat restricted the St 1,01th
Cardinals to four hits
Thursday night, but each one
counted.
In fact, on one of the few
occasions Richard elected to
ease throttle, the Cards' Keith
Hernandez proved ready and
dented the Houston Astros
right-hander for a homerun.
"I was standing there with
the bat on my shoulder thing,
This time ol' J. R is going to
change up," said an impish
Hernandez in joking tones.
"That fouled up the book a
little," mused Hernandez, a
fast ball hitter whose drive in
the second-inning_triggereel a 
T-CiSt. Lows victdry.
Hernandez' blow, his first
homer since June 21, helped
decide a pitching duel between
the 6-foot-8 Richard, 9-7, and
Cards right-hander Bob
Forsch, 12-4, who walked five
but permitted only three
Astros hits. "I don't know
what it was. Sometimes I was
standing out .there and I lust
didn't feel good," said Forsch.
guess I just wasn't




Entry blanks are now
available for the 1977 Murray
Junior Championship Tennis
Tournamtnt. This UISTA
sanctioned event will be held
July 30 and 31 at the Murray
High Tennis Courts.
The events offered will be
singles and doubles for boys
and girls in age groups 12 and
under through 18. and under.
The entry fee for singles will
be $4 and $6 per doubles team.
The entry forms are
available at Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods and the
Murray-Calloway County
Park Office. The deadline for
entry is July 27.
keep them off the bases,
because they're a pretty good
running team."
Forsch, relying on a, lively
fast ball, held Houston hitless
until- former teammate Jose
Cruz sliced a double with two
out in the fourth inning. ,
Meanwhile Hernandez'
blast represented the only St.
Louis hit until Garry
Templeton singled, stole
second base and scored on two
grounders in the Cards'
fourth.
Forsch became Richard's
sixth strikeout victim to start
the sixth but Jerry Mumphrey
followed with a single and also
swiped second.
..„Xempletcw_then.sackwion_A --
-3-1—Ritiman al Jaye' y wid
hammered a triple to left-
center for his second hit and
afterward scored the final run .
on Ted Simmons' second RBI
grounder.
"I was happy to get them,"
conceded Simmons of thkEtBI,
which boosted his season's
total to 61. "J. R. was
throwing everything."
The shutout was the seventh
of his career for Forsch, who
also permitted singles by Cruz
and Enos Cabell in the sixth
and eighth innings en route to
his fifth complete game.
"Both of them pitched
good," said Astros Manager
Bill Virdon in evaluating the
performances of Richard,-who
' entered the game with a
streak of 22 1-3 scoreless
innings, and Forsch.
"Forsch pitched better, I
guest," said Virdon. "He was
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At 7:30 and10:00. le the oir-otoditieeed worratiee crater. Tickets
ere 16 in odium ea 17 et the door. For tickets, sad soil -mania
tamped eovelope to: Watery Ky. State Fa. P.O. Box 323, Meals-
evils, Ky. 42240 kid cheek or nesay order. Meese 'tete the show
yes ma. 7:30 or 10:40 p.
By BOB GREEN --
AP Golf Writer
OAICVILLE, Ont. ( AP ) -
Lee Trevino was the first to
predict that his first-round
lead in,the $225,000 Canadian
Open Golf Chimpionship
would not stand up.
"It's like my little 1)41
said," Trevino quoted.
"There's two things that won't
last: a dog that chases cars
and a pro that misses greens "
Trevino missed more than
his share of greens Thursday,
but he saved things with what
he called "the best putting
round I've ever had.
"In all the years I've played
golf, and I've played golf for a
lot of years in a lot of tour-
naments, that's the best
putting round I've ever had
didn't shoot 67. I putted
67. From where I hit the ball,1
should have had about a 72.
And it would have been a good
72, not an easy one.
"I've got to'start hitting the
ball better if I hope to do
anything." 
-, Trevino, trying to rebuild
his game following major
back surgery last winter, one-
putted 11 times and once holed
a 45-footer to save' par on his
way to the five-under-par
effort that put him one stroke
in front of nine players tied at
68.
Heading that group was
Jack Nicklaus, designer of the
tough, hilly, leg-straining
7,090-yard Glen Abbey Golf
Club course that is being
played for the first time and
will be a permanent site for
this national championship.
Nicklaus, who has yet to win
the Canadian title, shared the
No; 2 spot with Bruce Lietzke
and Tom Purtzer, each of
whom had two eagles on his
b‘a,ck nine, George,. Archer.








as much as the
cup will hold. Then






any way. you like
it A sundae creation
of your very own for
lust 19C! A great
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1*A
your eyes to the dubious
schemetof-etbaattilir7-#940L7-,-,
how attractively tRey may be
presented.. Let your head rule
your heart. '
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 600
Some complexities indicated.
In all situations, be sure you
have the facts before making
decisions. Travel and outdoor
jriteresS.s favotcL
LEO
tJuly 24 to Aug. 23)
Employ the techniques
successfully used in prior ef-
forts. But do not hesitate to
update plans and vitalize your
approach. Tact in personal
affairs!
VIRGO
(Mg. 24 to Sept. 231 RV-1i
Better-than-average in-
fluences, but there's still plenty
of work to be done in various
areas — to smooth out kinks,
coordinate forces in better
fashion.
LIBRA .
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) a rz
Some confusion in day's early
hours can be cleared up if you
just roll with tile punches.
Trying to 'crash your way
through will only worsen
matters.
SCORPIO 
171A‘fL(Oct.. 24 to Nov. n)
Stars now promise benefits
from past efforts as well as
surprising achievement in some
presently stubborn area. You
can disarm others by a frank
approach to issues.
SAGITIARUIS
a Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) lereo





FOR SATURDAY, JULY 23, UM
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
' You should encounter few




(.Apr. 21 to May 21)
Influences somewhat
restrictive. Neither speak nor
act in haste lest-you have cause
for regret. Maintain high
principles, but avoid dissension,
antagonism.
GEMINI make this a memorable day. promotion 
to senior airman in
1May 22 t June 21) 11191- PISCES the U. S. Air Force.
211)  Aienten—Reiti-iwas.awarduiL—
A day of mixed influences.
,Some uncertainties may prove
irksome, but don't fight
shadows. Clear thinking
needed.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
person of strong feelings and
the ability to carry out your
very progressive ideas — IF
you will try to curb your doubts
and fears. Too often, lack of
confidence in yourself and
trepidation over what others
think of your effects keep you
from taking the steps necessary
to the lofty attainment which
CAN be yours. You are a
humanitarian at heart and are
extremely sympathetic to your
fellowmen; would make an
excellent physician or novae
and could especially succeed in
healing mental disorders. You
write well and would make a
fine journalist; could also make
a name-for yourself in the law or
in the fields of interior
decorating or designing. Birth-
date of: Charlotte Cushman,
Amer. actress; James (Car-
dinal) Gibbons, Amer.
clergyman.
average chance to get a footing
in an area long sought, a project




(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Sudden, unexpected action,
abrupt speech or un-
conventionality could get you
into difficulities and diaturb the
smooth sailing you could
otherwise have now. Be alert,
discreet.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Especially favored now:
outdoor pursuits and children'tii
activities. Combine a sense of
humor with maximum effort to
••• 
—3
Criminal Justice Programs Receive Grants From State
Gov. Julian Carroll has
granted nearly $1.3 million to
criminal justice programs
throughout Kentucky.
Carroll awarded the 55
grants, totaling $1,278,573,
following the reconurtendation





pines — Tani I.. Rule, whose
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph D. Kuerz of 14645
Stahelin, Detroit, has been
specially identified for early
the new rating by a "below:
the-zone" promotion board
which considered job per-
formance, military
knowledge, bearing and self
improvement efforts.
Being selected "below-the-
zone" means that the in-
dividual has been awarded the
senior airman stripe up to six
months in advance of normal-
promotion eligibility. Com-
petition in this category is
highly competitive and
reserved for only those air-
men who excel on the job and
are recommended by their
unit Commanders.
The airman is an inventory
Mana_gernent specialist .at
Clark AB, Philippines, and
serves with a unit of .the
Pacific Air Forces.
Airman Rule is a 1974
graduate of Redford High
School. Her husband, Roger,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Rule of Rt. 1, Kirksey, Ky. H4.
Let's Stay Well
Ice Cream Or Ice Milk?
E(y F.J.L. Blasingame. M.D.
Q: Mr. C.M. wants to
know the advantages, if
any, in eating Ice milk
rather than ice cream, as
NOW
Kenneth Hoover
University Ctirch of Christ
106 North 15Th Street
Murray,,Ky. 42071
We-aren't what we think we are, but rather
what we think! We are the sum total of our
thoughts. The most profound and accurate
statement on human behavior ever written is
by God's wise spokesman, when he says, "for
as he thinketh in his heart, so is he..." (Prover-
bs 23:7) Whatever comes out in our life must
first originate in our heart or mind. (Matthew
12:34,35). So, one is wise who "keeps (his or
her) heart with all diligence: for out of it are
the issues of life!"
Thoughts rule the world—yours and mine.
A lonely person will be that way among a
host of people; a contented person will be
that way when alone. External circumstances
do not determine the world inside of us, lust
for today fill your mind with positive, con-
structive, optimistic, and happy thoughts and
see how much better and brighter everything
around you is. We might even like to try it
another day or two!
\ It's the gremtest tlging in the world
to be a Gristle..

























far as fat content and calo-
ries are concerned.
A: While ice cream con-
tains more milk solids tham
ice milk, the most signifi-
cant solid is the milk fat.
The principal ingred-
ients of both ice milk ar-1
ice cream are controlled
by state and federal regu-
tion, and the require-
ents vary in many areas
the country. Also,
. gredients other than tat
ary and may affect the
alone content, such as
igar or syrup sweeteners
nd emulsifiers and the
roportions of these parts
mployed in the mixing. Of
purse, the addition of
sits, fruits, or candy can
sfluence the caloric con-
mt.
Ice cream, in most
totes, contains at least 10
er cent milk fat. Some ice
ream will contain more.
Ice milk, on the average,
.oritains no less than two
er cent and not more than
even per cent milk fat.
According to the Depart-
lent of Foods and Nutri-
on of the American Medi-
al Association, a regular
erving of one-sixth of a
.ter (a bit more than a
uart) of minimum fat ice
ream (10 per cent fat)
ontains about 174 cab -
lea, while the same
mount of ice milk (five
er cent fat) contains
bout 137 calories.
If you buy ice cream or
ie milk in a container, it
say show the content on
* package. If you want
sore accurate information
ecause of your .personal
ealth, you might inquire
ire-tly from the manufac-
turer.
The major portion of she





programs were awarded the
highest allocation, $430,194.
The largest single grant was
$150,799 to Jefferson County
for the establishment of two
group homes for juvenile
offenders. The two new homes
are designed to reduce the
population of Ormsby Village,
a juvenile detention center.
Thirty-two Kentucky cities
and counties shared in the
The League of Nations began
January, 1920 at Geneva, Swit-
zerland. -It- was -formally- dis-








requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD 81
REPORTED IMMEDIAtE
Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
-AND NOTIFY US PROM.
Pit Y IN CASE OF AN
ERROR •
funding, .rnost of which will
come from the Law En-
forcement Assistance Ad-
ministration. The Department
of Justice and Department for
Human Resources also shared
in the grant awards.
Along with the Jefferson
County group home project,
among the 13 juvenile
delinquency projects awarded
funding was the Hardin
County Board of Education.
Their grant of $27,778 is for the
development of an alternative
school at West Hardin High
School to help rehabilitate
juvenile delinquents at the
high school level.
Among the 1$ grants
awarded police agencies
across Kentucky was Mon-
tgomery County's $31,650 in
third-year funding for their
"Community Involvement in
the Criminal Justice System"
project, for the formation of
an auto theft program and a
crime prevention program for
"rural dwellers.
Lyon County will receive
$22,212 to consolidate the
police efforts in the cOunty,
with the addition of manpower
and equipment. The City of
Florence will receive $10,572
to establish a local crime
prevention component in their
city police department.
The Kentucky Department
of JUstice was awarded
$101,1103 in the police category
for the continued operation of
regional crime laboratories in
northern and eastern Ken-
tucky.
Among the seven grants
totaling • $148,546 earmarked
for corrections, Boone County
will receive $15,550 to
determine the feasibility of
implementing a regional jail
for Boone, Grant and Gallatin
counties..
The Kentucky Bureau pf
Corrections was awarded
WAD to initiate a program to
compensate emplpyera. for
training parolees while they
are in their employ.
Among the four grants
awarded for training criminal
justice personnel was one to
Northern Kentucky Univer-
sity for $10,431 to offer an
associate degree program in
law enforcement for pre-
service and full and part-time
police officers.
The Commonwealth's
courts system was awarded
three grants totaling $30,280.
1.00 HOLDS ANY
BLANKET IN STOCK




Pretty printed patchwork blanket is a
charming accent to any bedroom. 50%
acrylic/500'o polyester with 100% nylon












Luxurious 72" 90.. polyester in






Traditional styled blanket features
pretty "garland plaid-floral dot" de-





Lovely 50/50 acrylic/polyester with
nylon binding. 72" x90".
Full .size automatic electric blanket
with 2 year warranty. 8la% polyester,
20% acrylic in lovely colors. Boxed.






Pretty Indian print with Lock-Nap fin-






Solid color acrylic blanket with 4"
nylon binding. 72" x 90" size.
-Handsome 102" x 90" acrylic blanket
in solid colors, 4" nylon binding:




Worship Service 11 00a. M. NEW PIOVIDENCE _
F.venineWorship 6 30p.m. Sunday School 10 am. "
IMMANUEL MISSIONARY Preaching Service 11. m
Morning Worship 11.00a. m. Nightly Service 6 p ni
Evening Worship 6:30p. m.
HIST Barr KT
Morning Worship 10 43 a. m.
Evening Worship ' 7:00 is. int.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship 1100a. m
Sunday Evening 600p. mr
_ .



















Worehip Service 11 a m , Id Sunday . 10 00 a




• • • • 411' • • • • • OOOOOOOOOOOOO ...UNITEDWednesday Evening In.
WONG SPRING ' 
Worstup Stinnes 9 30• in
Morning Worship f1:00 a.m. 
Sunday School : . in
Evening Worship 7:13p.m.
NORTITIME G000 SMIIIIHM know
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m. Church of Christ Wordily Service 11 00 a m
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m. Nazarene -% Sunday School 9.30 A .M.
WAHL IMPEDE NEW PROVIDENCE 
namptabana METRO
10-00a
Morning Worship II,: 00 a . m. MURRAY OSWEGO
Evening Worship 7:30p. m Sunday School 9:45a. m.
POPLAR SPRINGS Morning Worship. 10:45a. in.
Morning Worship 11 AN a m N. Y. P. S. Worship 5:15 p. m.
Evening Worship - 6;30 p. m. Evening Worship 6:00p. m.
Wednesday Worship 7:00p. m.
GRACE IAPTIST




Since time Immomorlal the ery of the elder roe
Morning Worship 11 -00 a. In. 
Sunday School in.
Evening Worship 6309. In. 
Morning Worship 11005. m.
Ulna T UNITED
UNIVERSITY
Morning Worship HI : 30 a. in. Sunday 
School 10:00a. in.
Morning Worstup
' n: Evening Worsin p 
11.00 a. m.Everung Worship '°°p--
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study:
Worstup Service 1045 a inio.7:11,5:161pap....mmal:•
tmcIlielt:nd3nilla913TSundaytali :m71, S41441 1! 1001
Morning Worship 1043111M Morning Worship 1110 a.m.
Singing, Evening Wors 5: 3°,411/016- Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Ill000 RIVER Evening Worship 6:311 p.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a. m. N. Y .P.S. WorshM • SAO p.m.
Evening Worship glop. m. Wednesday Evening 6-33 p m
KINSEY BAPTIST
. ration has been that the trouble with young people ki 
. 
"
.1 that they are irromonsible. inconsiderate, and, at times,
,_ impossible. Yet today. young people are not really so ,.
different from the generation before.
'





Evening Worship 6:Wp. in.
TEMPLE MILL UNITED
UNION GROVE Morning Worship WM a.m.
Mornmg Worship 10:30a. in. Sunday &boat 11:00 a. in., ------ ----Evening \florship .7:30p. m. Pentecostal-
MEMORIAL BAPTIST .
Morning Worship 10:30 SILL ALMO /NIGHTS
Evening orship 600 P- 10- Morning Worship 11:003 m.
NEW MT. CRIMIKANSIMMAN - Evening Worship 7 .30p m.
Morning Worship • --. U:00a.m. UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Lot rung Worship . - . 7:00 p. m. Sunday School 10.00a. m.
FEHR BAPTIST Worship Services 1100a.m.,7 00 pm
Morning Worship 1100a. m. CALVARY TEMPLE
Evening Worship 6.-41 p m Sunday School 10.00 a m.
Worship Services 1100am,730pm
CHERRY CORNER FIRST ASSEMBLY
Morning Worship . • 11,,s_00a.,iii: OF GOD
Evening Worship . 7 •WP- m• Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
_do -8A-, _rlito.s1 ..
welirost toeirver outeetow-fereberen .-
tioo of ourselves. LI they turn away from the
-church,
perhaps, there is • reason. We need to examine our-
Nivea, what do our ruing people see in their church?
t *U you don't like the answer, this lithe time to make •
some changes. Let your church be an example young •
people will want to follow. Make your church and its
youth something to be proud of.
stviuni a POPLAR' 
... .. _ .
MST MITININST
Worship Service 10:40a. m worship 11:45 ai 1010 a m
Evening Worship 11:00p. m.
NEW CONCORD HISSILS CRAPS UNITED
Morning Service 10 10. m- Sunday School i0 00 a m.
Evening Worship 5 • Cs° P• m Morning Worship 11
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship 11 00 a m. LYNN GROVE
Evening Worship a 00 P m Morning Worship Service 11 00a m
SECOND STEW Sunday School 10 00. m
Morning Worship 10 45a m
Evening Worship 6 00p. in GOWEN IAITHODIST
FWENDSHIP Mornmg worship  Services 9 30a. in.
Sunday School 10.00 • m Sunday School 10.40a in.
Morning Worship 11 001 m Evening services: 1st., 3rd. & 5th Sundays
- - . ELM GROVE _Morning Worship - 11110-a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00a. m. . Sunday Evening 7:00p.m.
Evening Worship 7 00p. m. Thurs. nite 4:00p. m.
SALEM BAPTIST UNITED, 310 DIVAN AVE.
Morriutg Worship 11:00a. m. 
Swiday School 10:00a. m.
Evening Worship • .715p. m. Evening 




P.....- „ki . s i .'
105,.....:\ r•-•..1 , ,
,
.'-. 7-. , 2.'4 i
' 
, ...;._,
. .. . , 1
HAZEL CHURCH Preaching Service 6: 31 p. m.
Bible Study 
Of CORM
10 00 COLE'S CAMPGROUND
A.M. Worship 10 50 Worstup Service 1000. in.
.'' 
p.m- Worship 6 00
Mid-Week 7-00 DEXTU•NARDIN UNITED
.
- SUGAR CREEK Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Morning Worship - 11 00 a: In- Worship Service 11:00 a. m.
Evening W^rship .7'15P- m• Evening Wordtip
T C• 
7:30p. m.
OWENS CHAPEL NOT WINED
Morning Worship 11:00a. m. - Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m.& 700p.m.
Evening Worship 5:30p. m. Tues. & Thurs. 7:00p. m.
MOUNT NOW, FREEWILL BAPTIST









COLDWATER Worship Service 10:00 a m.
Morning Worship . 10 50 a m. 1m e 27gi supggya 11 .00 a m
5 514:11 - lst & 3rd & 4th Sunday
E"rung WINIthiKIRKSEP Y CRUNCH
• MT. MOONOF CREST Worship- Service 1010 a. m. lat Sunday it
Sunday School
Mornilig Worship , 
10.00a. m.
10 50 a m. 11 :00 •. m. 3rd Sunday: Sunday 
School 11 06
• a. m. IA Sunday --..10.00a. m. 3rd. 3rd, k 4th
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m. I Sunday & Wed-
Sunday School 9:30a. m.
Worship - 11:00a. m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday 2:00p.m.
3rd Sunday ,10:30 a. m. Christian
OLD SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School . - 1040 a. m. FIRST CIMISTIAN
fordup Senrice 11 :DO a. m. 
Worship Services 10: 45 a.m., 7:00 p.m










i fpri i 






10.00 • m. Worahip Service 10:00 a. m. Tind Sunday :
Morning Worship 11,03a m. 11.00 a. m. 4th &mislay Sunday School 10.00





Morrung Services , 10 45 a m
COMIIINAMI
Worship 10 30a m.
COLDWATER dr %
&MUT
Sunday WOO a.m. BROOKS CRAKE UNITED
Elible School 9 30a m.
Morning Services 11:00a.m.• Evening Service 6:00 p m
Evening Services 6:00 p. m.
CRUM OF JESUS CHRIST
FAITH BAPTIST Of LATTER DAY SAMITS
Morning Worship 11:00 a.M. Sunday School 10 45 a m
Evening Worship 6-30p.m. ST. LEO CATMOUC
toast GROVE . CNURCH
Evening Worship 7 :pp p. m, Saturday Mass 6: 30 p. m.
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE '
Sunday School 10.00 a. m. 
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray, Ky., Sun-
Morning Worship 11 00 a. nt. days 11:00 a. m. Testimony meeting second
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST , Wednesday 8 p. m.
Sunday School I0.00a. m. JENOVAH'S VIITNESSES '
Preaching 1100a.m.& 6:00 p.m. Watchtower 10:30a. m.
Wednesday night 7 -00 P. rn. Bible Lecture 9:30a. m.
SPRING CREEK WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E.
BAPTIST CHURCH -. Worship Services 11 00 a m.,7:01,113.m.
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Worship Service 11:011a.m. 1st & Ird Sunday 9. 30 a m.
- NOUN PLEASANT GROVE 
Evening 7 00 p m.
Sunday School so a.m. 2nd & 4th Sunday 11 00 is m.
Worship Service 11:00a. m. No Evening Wontup
sunday school OAK GROVE mut UNITED
1000 a. in. lit a 7rd Sunday 116I a. m
Worship Services ii a. m., 7 p. m. 2nd k lth Sunday 11:30cm.. Evening 610 p. m.
SOUTII PLEASANT GROVE
MOUNT PLEASANT Sunday School 10:00 am.
Morning Worship 11.00• rri Morning Worship 1100a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m Evening 7:00p. m.
FIRST PRESSYTEREAN . STOREY'S CHAPEL WAITED
Church School 0:30a. in. Morn/rig Worship 9:43 a. in.
Worship Service 10:43 a. m. Sundgy School 1043 a. as
Evening Worship 
7, do p. , Worship Hour 9-45a m.
ChurchSchool 11-00




Morning Worship 10 .* a - m• Sunday Scho-ol 9 155 m '
Sunday School 9- •3",• m Morning Worship 
' E 
10 30 a m




00p.„L . Sabbath School Sat 1 am 0- 30 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Sat 9 15 a m
Worship Service 11:00 sm. 
\








'IV, Wyk* Them AN-Large
Max







Beads 1.112 Z°ne "SallutloYn







',Uhl.. „ SUNDAY srtam
" i,%. g • • Turkey & Dressing
,.._• loin Us After Church
Five Points 753-7992
a., t.... o.v




Septic Tanks - Driveway Culvets -
Stock Water Tanks
"Anything in Pre-Cast Concrete"
'Very
Bibles & Church Supplies
Reference & Inspirational Books
so I c......4 sew. We Special Order Promptly us nil
Boyd's




Kentlicks. Newt. _„........_ COMPLIM_ENTS Formers Grain







"It's Finger I. ,
Try Ow Deficit's lief and Nam








• Tesie-Up I Repair Service--Couples
209 S. 7th 753.1751




Top thality U14111 Can
$06 Ceiiilwater I. Phew* 753-644$
PHILLIPS Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co. Inc.
South 2nd •66 753-2752 or 753-3571
r Peoples Bank of Murray, 
Ky.
Member FDIC .
SOO Main So. 12th & Story Chestnut St.
753-3231 153-665S , 753.1215
Corvette Lanes
-Bowling At Its Best-
1415 Main St. ph. 753.2202
. A.B.C. play school
 
itil, News 6:45 am. te 5 p.m. • 5 Days




1606 Ryon Ave., urr 753-8107
Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
1105 Pogue Phone 753-1489
Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines-Reactors Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St. 753-4424
Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Dunn Furniture
..r.---> T.V. IL Appliance




utt. tof, sh„po,,g t„ _ 753-3037
on NW" . ha et Amore
Plume 474-2702
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal















Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.









401 Olive - 753-5312
Tabors Body
Shop, Inc.
"Go To ChJrch Sunday 
,.
'fifty Totsilt Day Care
4. 1 I Infants To 5 Years
Central





407 N. 12th 753-1994
Nilliga




• Home of Quality. Economy
& Selections .
Open 7 Days
7 a.m. to I 2 Midnight a.
,




.t EntertainYL.Let us ou
Murray
TIM .1111•1 rIA AMP% Theatres
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Coniktioning nremng-Cornairarcial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8101
Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control
We use plastic &
wood treatment for




t, womenJerry D. Lees, Delved A. Moms IOW Wry &Mge
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654
Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG




• 24 Nou, Wrecker Service 
4 4 r
sod, Work 8 Po,nfrno











VS Roy's Top Shop
4040000".° To 
e“
Specializing in Vieryl Reefs,
Original hpripmerd Meariel
, ,.... Shirley's Florist II,
Garden Center
FTD Flowers for All Occasions
Noose Monts Landscaping
, 500 N. 4th 753-3251 • 753-1944





94 11114•61eys.. 753$31 a.
11.46 ea IntrUlters
Th





Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
CRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
Nolares k, Mgr. E. MliimMIKUSaigT.-
-
West Ky. Ru7G.I T. emlaeniasgheorne
swan cram. sGI:cauwen 8. 
:ea. minaserS
• carasi. Cooties in Ky. mod
Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILHAM- MGR.




Swirl Faro ferailias Sinn 19M





-6.- vanidindingiggi.......‘e..... - --e.-.41099941E242 .....-- --.......ea51100iMASI , ,....1110..,.._tiie,,„...Park..3/
,r-c•,•••••••-,,,......, -...1.--:::164,1311:
•
• • it 1,t1 •*
it-...,`,•••Zragg..R, • 6
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Schedules For ThiWeek Of July 23-July 29 4 mmta 1..
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WNGE-2
e 30 -Cllikken's Gospel
7 -00 - Tom & Jerry
730- Jahlserjew
1:00 -Seedy Deo
930 - Kroft' s Sopershow
10:30-Soul Train
11.30- Ilasselstamil















7:00 - Tem & lorry
7:30- Jabber*,





11:00- Odd Be Couple
11:30- Ilisasktmel
12:30- lbecors
I :00 -Farm Report
1:30 - Movie
3:00- Women's Op..




$:00 -Starsky & Hutch










:30 - Maeda Sped
0:00 - Specs Ghee
0:30-Big lobe, Little Jolla






















10:00 - Shama/ Isis




1:00 - Fyn City 5
1:30- Neshrille This Week
2:00-News Gateaux*
2: 30 - Lem bow
3:00- Perry Masan
5:00 - Candid Camera
5:30 - News
6:00 - Nee New
7:00- leery Tyler Mears
7:30 - Bob Medal















10:30-Big lobe, Little Oohs
11:00- Lai of Lest
11:30 - Kik from Caper
12:00- RFD-TV
.2 30- Atop the Fisoceport
1:00 - Baseball
4:00- tennis & Boater
4:30- Autism@ Workshop























1:04 - Spats Spectosaler
S:00- News
5:30- Mows
6:00 - Nee Ni.
7:00-Mary Tyler Meer*
7:30 - Rah Newbert
8:40 - AJ in the Falb




11:30- Neekville is Reed
1210- I_.
12:30- With This itimg-
13:13-News































:00- OW Tina Gospel
10:00 - Gilligan
0:30- Animas, Animals '









:00 - Nerdy toys






7:00 - Dennis Nse menoce
7:30-Jet's Collie
8:00- Nesbrille Gospel
8: 30 - Day of Discovery
9:00-- Dimensions in Fed

















, 6:00 -Samar Seeaster
7:00- Too, IL Sean
7:30 - Carl Tipton
8:00-Jimmy Sweigart
1:307 *nes Reeds
9:00 - Ore Roberts
















1J:30 - Fees Ms Nation
12:00-Gospel Goiter



































11:00-This le The Life
11:30-Leap U.S. My Feet














 'm1 12.00 Pre-Fen
12:30-News
WNGE-2
6 00 - Good Morn Am
7-00- Bozo
8_00 -Popeye
A TO ---,Green Acres
1.00 - Andy Griffith
9 30 - our Own Time
IC) 00 - Don No Show
10 30 --Nappy Days
I 1 00 News Center 2
11 30 All My Child.
12 00 - Rvon s Nom
12:30- Family Feud
1.00 - 520,000 Pyramid
30 -One Life to Live
2.00 Gen 1 Nose
2 15-General Hospital
3 00 Edge of Nisei
3:30- Brody Bunch
4-00 -Big Bi Volley
5:00- ABC News
5: 30 - Adorn 12














1:00 Al -Th MGM Thee.
4:00 F- Wally' Wortshop
4:30 F-Onwtot












10:00- Wheel of Fortune
10:30-Shoot the Stars
11:00- Mane That Tune
11:30- The Noon Shea





4: Ca - Bewitched
4:30 - Emerpeney One
5:25 - Weather
5:30-News









10:00 - Double Dere
10: 30 - love Of Life
11-00-Young And Rest
11:30-Smirch hr tom
12:0014 - Singing Com.
12:20PM - Nom-News
12:30 - Worid Turns
1:30-Guiding Light
2:00 - All In The Family
2:30-Match Genie
3:00 -Gamer Pyle





6:25 - Artew Sasith
6:34 - Paste Spooks
7:00-Today Show




10:30-Shoot for the Stirs
11:00- Name the Tyne
11:30-Levers & Friends
12:00 - Mows
12:30-Days if our Lives
1:30-The Doctors
2:00-Another Weir.


















































10:30-St,. of San . Fran.
: News1245 -
WSM-4 WTVF-5 WPSD-6
630 - Tooll Ille Thoth
7:03- Noose a Prairie 6:00-Pep Gees Ceentryi 7:00 - lettermene013-.1klioShea...._ _ : 7, 30-3b-mh -&-yari" -7 Now,...,-P,-l.a --s-
10:00 - News • 1:00Mende 3:00-Movie- 
10:30- Tonight Show 3: 30 AR' F', 10:00 - News- s
12:00 - Tomorrow 10:30- Tonight Show9:00- Sentry & Cher









7:30 -Shields & fermi
3:00-Muds
8:30-Al's Fair














2: 30 - lie ws watch
WSIL-3
5, 30 _ (Achill Pete
6:15 - News








7:00-km11%mm 6:30-Tel The Troth
3:00-Police Wonsan I : 00 _ Newt st,c661
9:00 - Pohco Story 8:00 - M•A'S* If
I0:00-Mows9:00-8:30- One Dey At A Tate
10: 30 -.Tonight bow oh _o Ka*



















6:30 - Nene llset Tom
7:00-News Special
3:00- Al*A'S*11











S6:.3.11s-_Cmtvoisw _ ' Pets
WSM-4 WTVF-5 WPSD-6 KFVS-12
6:30- linoloyille Music6:30- Nellyweod
7:00-Donny & Marie
8.00- Bared





700 - Dmay & Marie








6: 30 - Tooll The Trod











730 - Boeing Leese
9:00-News
I li:1130-776.„7:ie11:00 --Rookies






10:30- Twilight Semi -
12:00-Tomerow
12:310-News
TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WNGE-2























































TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WNGE-2






1 30 - Pt Club
3 30- Newswach
I WSIL-3









7.00 - Sanford & Soo
7:30 Chico a, the Alleme
8:00 -- Reckford Rles30
9:00- Quincy














7 Chico A the- Alas








6: 30 - Defy 1
7:00- Menai Gross
5:00-Meet.
9:00 10:00 - News
1030-Movie
_ --
Heart is becoming one of the
hottest rock groups in rock
history. The Seattle group
consisting of two women and
four men earned platinum
records in the United States
and Canada and a gold one in
Australia for their debut
album "Dreamboat Annie."
Now they have a new album
on a new label called "Little
Queen."
Record Review
by J. D. Lancaster
f.t:Cil
Ann Wilson is the band's
dark-haired lead vocalist and
flutist and composes most of
the group's music along with
her sister, Nancy. Nancy
Wilson, the devastatingly
beautiful blonde, is great on
acoustic guitar, electric guitar
and vocals.
The other members of the
group are Roger Fisher on
6.
lead guitar, Howard Leese on
keyboards, Steve Fossen on
bass and Michael Drosier on.
drwts.
The top smash hit on the
album, "Little Queen" is
"Barracuda" and has tough
sounding bass guitars and
vocals that just gallop right
along.
"libve Alive" is a switch to a
WKMS ts
Friday-, July 22 -
7 p. m. - Options "Setting
National Priorities" An at-
tempt is made to answer
many economic questions as
we look at The Brookings
Institution's annual analysis
of, and alternative to, the
-Federal budget.
10 p. m. - NightflIght 91
Heard Monday through°
Friday, this four hour
program of album rock tonite
features Wings member
Denny Laine on "Cosmic
Connections" at 12:30. And at
Midnight .on "Backtrack,"
Bob Derr' peciVities several
musical examples of the new
sounds being made together





12 Noon - Soundtrack This
geek's .inogram features
Music from ,movies by The
Beatles. Hear stnnidtracks
from their movies such as
"Help," "A Hard Days Night"
and "The Yellow Submarine."
Locally produced by Pat
Slattery & Chuck Fleck.
1 p. m. - WKMS Saturday
Opera "Cosi Fan Tutte" - an
opera in two acts by Mozart.
Performing will be The
Chorus and Orchestra of the
Royal -Opera House, Covent
Garden with Colin Davis
conducting.
Sunday, July 24
7 p. m. - Voices In The
Wind Buckminster Fuller is
interviewed by Robert
Malesky about art, artists,
creativity, and the universe
with an introduction by
Norman Cousins.
10 p. m. - Jazz Horizons
Includes Jazz Revisited and
also "Jazz Unlimited" at
Midnight when Pout Anthony
will talk with g-ritisrnrz
Pianist Frank Willoughby
about his recent association
with Frankie Vaughn.
Top Hits
By The Associated Press
Here are the top 10 singles
and albums as compiled by
billboard magazine:
TOP 10 SINGLES
1. I JUST WANT TO BE
YOUR EVERYTHING -
Andy Gibb (RSO)
2. I'M IN YOU - Peter
Frampton (A&M)
3. LOOKS LIICE WE MADE
It- Barry Manilow (Arista)
4. MY HEART
BELONGS TO ME - Barbra
Streisand (Columbia)
5. DA DOO RON RON -
Shaun Cassidy (Warner-Curb)
6. BEST OF MY LOVE -
Emotions (Columbia) " •
7. DO YOU WANNA MAKE




9. HIGHER AND HIGHER
Rita Coolidge (A&M)
10. WHATCHA GONNA DO?
- Pablo Cruise ( A&M).
TOP 10 LP's
1. FLEETWOOD MA t* -
Rumours (Warner Bros.)
2. PETER FRAMPTON -
I'm In You ( A&M
3. BARBRA STREISAND -
Superman (Columbia)
4. KISS -, Love Mun
(Casablanca)
5. BARRY MANILOW -
Live (Arista)
6. CROSBY, STILLS &
NASH -CSN (Atlantic)
7. STEVE MILLER BAND
-Book Of Dreams (Capitol)




10. JAMES TAYLOR - JT
-(Cotumbili)
Monday, July 25
7 p. m. - Options In
Education "Portrait of an
American Teacher" Part One
of three programs about who's
teaching our children, how
they're trained, what they do
when they retire,- and what
their students think about
them.
10 p. m. Nightflight 91
Album Rock, Monday through
Friday until 2 a. m.
Tuesday, July 26
7 p. m. - National Town
Meeting- - Working Couples"
with Mary King, Deputy
Director of ACTION, Edward
ART SHOW
NEW YORK AP; - "Amer-
leas: The Decorative Arts in
Latin America in the Era of the
Revolution," exhibited last year
as part of the Bicentennial cele-
bration at the Renwick Gallery
in Washington, is on display at
the Center for Inter-Am
Relations' Gallery through Au-
gust 7.
The exhibition of over 150
pieces of 18th-century Latin
American decorative art re-
flects the Spanish and Portu-
guese tradition combined, in




NEW YORK (AP) - Henry
Winkler, better known as tele-
vision's "Fonzie," will star in
the Paramount Pictures-First
Artists comedy about a wild
and zany young man who
leaves college to pursue his
dream of stardom. The film, as
yet untitled, will be produced
by Steve Gordon from his origi-
nal screenplay, and directed by
Carl Reiner.
Norton, Deputy general
Counsel of HUD, Ann Jackson,
Actress and wife of Eli
Wallach. The moderator is Dr.
Peter Bourne, special
assistant to the President for
health services.
Wednesday, July 27
7 p. m. - Options "Old
Folks" NPR's Bill Toohey
reports on the problems faced
by older people, particularly
those who live in the cities.
Thursday, July 28
p. m. - Pauline Frederick
& Colleagues -Former- NBC
Correspondent, Pauline is now
NPR's foreign affairs analyst
and she interviews people in
the field of foreign affairs.
7:30 p. m. - Common
Council WKMS News and
Public Affairs Director Jesse
Young covers the regularly
scheduled meeting of _the
Murray Common Council.
mellow vocal as many of the
cuts on the album are slower
than the dashing "Baracuda."
Ann Wilson is beautiful on the
lead vocals and flute. Nancy
does great on backup vocals
and acoustic guitar.
A rare treat is in store for
the person that listens to
"Sylvan Song" which makes
good use of the mandolin. A
great hard rock cut is the fast
moving "Kick It Out."
Another potential hit single
ic "C.2 " arvi-L" -atIP 
Queen." On "Little Queen,"
Derosier is great on the
drums.
It looks like another
platinum album for Heart.
Mini Reviews
STARLAND VOCAL BAND
• "Rear View Mirror" - This
is one of the worst albums to
date by the group: It does
belong in the rear view
mirror.
JETRO TULL - Old
Locomotive Breath is at it
again with "Song From The
Wood." Great flute per-
formances throughout the
album. Vocals reminds me of.
Cat Stevens.
TAVARES - "Love Storm"
is another great Lp IrOM-This-g'"
soul group that is classed
along with the Spinners and
the O'Jays. It contains the
smash hit, "Whodunit."
NAZARETH - The hard
rock- gro,up has finally
released a greatest hits album
called "Hot Tracks" and -
















The Largest Selection of Tapes and Albums in this area
TV Service Center






Pharmacist Dan Smith of
Burger's Drug Store in St.
Charles, Illinois is a NaturSlim 40111111116
"believer" after losing 18 pounds
in lust two weeks. After hear-
ing so much about the NaturShm
program from customers and seeing
the excellent results they were
having, Dan decided to try it himself.
"In my many years as a pharmacist, I've
Seen and tried numerous weight-loss plans,
but none have worked as well for me as NaturSlim.
And NaturSlim is very nutritional too!"
After three months, Dan has not regained any of the lost
pounds either, as so often happens when "rebounding" from star-
vation diet plaas. He maintains his weight by taking NaturSlim
once daily . and eating normally otherwise
Dan says, "It was 'surprisingly easy, too'! didn't have to attend
any weigh-ins, starve myself or do any special exercises"
With the NaturSlim program, there are no shots, drugs or long
lists of forbidden foods. In fact, you are encouraged to eat a
normal, well-balanced dinner every day
The next time you are in the St. Charles area, stop by Burger's
Drugs and see Dan yourself. He'll tell you personally what he
thinks about NaturSlim'
Sal tt1. 19
a nutritional aid. to
healthful weight reduction
• ,Available at finer drug stores everywhere.
Rolland Drugs Payless Discount



















































THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
MAURENE ELDRIDGE GEORGE PETITIONER,
VERSUS GLEN ELDRIDGE, ET AL RESPON-
DENTS.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the June 24th Term
thereof 1977, in the above cause, for the division of
property and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
the 25th day of July 1977, at 1:00 O'clock p. m., or
thereabout, upon a credit of six months, the following
The East half of the following described tract: Begin-
ning at a rock at the Southwest corner of the J. C. Stub-
blefield land lying North of the Murray and Concord
Road: thence East 150 yards to a rock; thence North
375 yards to R. T. Parker's line; thence West 150 yards
to Stubblefield corner; thence South 375 yards to the
point of beginning, excepting throughfare for road out
to Concord Road.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest
from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to












See Joe Todd or
Larry Hale
I 
Woad you Ire to ride
ow Meth Bus to SWF
day School end mor-
ning worship services
at.
Sinking Spring Baptist Clank







Agency. Write to: Box
644, Milan, TN 38358.






written for our learning,
that we through
patience and comfort of
the Seriptures might
have hope." We Invite
you to our bible study,
Friday evenings non-
denominational af-















Saturday, July 23, for
the purpose of collecting




I GOT A LITTLE
_cARFoEp._ALocrtiERE
WITH THE 54AVIN6 CREAM
SINDKEN LIKE A TRUE
MOBSTER, PRINCE..





AID Sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-6i43.




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Arteraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free _parkti
TcA,,s use our rear en-
trance.
Hare you always wanted a
real LOG Now huh' or a.
mots oat huh' How about








Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
3. Card Of Thanks
WE ACKNOWLEDGE
wrrtr deep appreciation
your kind expression of
sympathy shown in the
loss of our dear Dad,
Erie Cunningham. We
wish to thank everyone
fethe beautiful flowers,
food and cards. The
friends and neighbors on
Ellis Drive. Special
thanks to Rev. Jack
Jones and Rev. Jerrell







thank God for all of you.
Amen) By his children,
Mable Bialock, Rudy,
Dale and Alfred, our
stepmother, Mrs. Bell
Cunningham.




found please call 753-
4412.
LOST 1,-2 year old black,









old. Lost in the
vicinity of the New
Providence Church
of Christ Road. If
seen please call 753-






babysit in my home
from 8 to 4. Good salary.
References required.
Call between hours of 2




in Hazel. Apply in
















age 25-50. For locally
owned retail store
downtown. Experience
preferred, but will train.
No Sunday work. Apply
by giving age,
education, marital
Status, experience and 2
character references in
own handwriting to Box
144, Murray, Ky. All
correspondence con-
fidential.
FISHER PRICE TOYS, A
division of the Quaker
Oats Company is ac-
cepting applications
from LPNS and RNS
interested in a tem-





Apply in person to John
Warren, Personnel
Manager, Fisher Price








Inn, Murray, Ky. Apply
in person.
WANTED experienced



























'GOT FOuR NICE OLD LANES)
1...KIFOZTUNATELY- BUT rpe





Security widow to clean
trailer 2-3 times a











body and paint man.
Pay based on Com-
missiga,-.--MaPaittneot
opportunity may be
open in near future.
Management Pay also
.ba,,sed on commission..
Call for appointment or
contact Gary W.
Thomas at Cadiz Body









Send resume to M. C. C.
Box 631, Murray, Ky.
JANITOR and-orderly -?--







West Ky. Year round
work for qualified
people. Apply in person
Roy Harmon's Car-
penter Shop, South • 4th
Street, next to Murray





Vi,crinel interview onlv Must
be 18 years ef wile or over
510 Main
10. Business Opportunity
MONEY TO LEND. 6 per




ween Sand 9 p.m.






WANT TO BUY used air
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric. 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
WOULD IIKE to buy
registered tire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669
15. Articles For Sale
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again
with Blue Lustre, Big k,
Bel Air Shopping
Center.
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $650 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood 3/4" 
at $9.00 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint.
Styofoain insulation -
'2' and :"I x 8 sheets.
Doors starling at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall Ird. Tomato
stakes at 6 fentS per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $2590 ,ind up. Used
office des1“ starting. at
$40.00. uSed affire chairs
starting at $10.00. steel
pipe several sizes at 15
• cents a lb Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberlass at 12
cents to 2; ,Ids per sq.
Tuck
...pa$60ft.t.i000fso..r  :i:,aorrscpo'crirtstah, o
tink for average trailer
us sk ei rs
Salvage Mdse. Inc.-P.O.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
Thone 901-487-2420. Open
on Sat: until 34.00:




sticks, 13 cents each.
INACall 489-2126 or 435-4263. =








chrome. Like new. .$30.
Call 753-6213.
SPRING SPECIAL Paint
Sale. Halals first quality
Latex Satin Sheen,
regular $8.25, sale $6.00
per gallon. Hanna semi-
gloss enamel regular,













Park. Open 7 days a




Magic Fingers. Shells 2





suite, one black and
white T.V., Two 9 x 12
braided rugs, one El
Dorado mans suit, size






years .old. 18 lb....




for sale. Call 901-247-
3318. -
FIVE H. P. riding lawn
mower. CL 70 Honda,
1973 Baracuda, 1961
Ford.240u-tetiolsoAll' in
good condition. Call 492-
8877.
GE AIR conditioner,
18,000 BTU. $150. Call
753-7523.
PORTA CRIB, play pen,
infant tub, and walker.
Good condition. Call 753-
8257.
CUB' CADET, 14 h. p.
Hydrostatic drive,
power lift. Ineludes 48
in. mower with 2 sets of
blades, tiller at-
tachment, 5 cubic ft.










extras. See at 206
College Ct. or phone 767-
6256.
OAK BARRELS, meat
slicer, food steamer, hot
dog cooker, draft box,
glass mugs, beer lights,




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.




couch and chair. Ex-
cellent condition. Maple
end tables. Call 753-4487.
















209 Colors of Pater-
nayan needlepoint
yarns, 9 cents strand or





20" GIRLS bicycle and
mini bike. Call 753-8978.
SHEATER BOAT with 33
h. p. motor. Depth
finder, trolling motor,
CB radio with antenna.
Call 492-8898.
1972 CARAVELLE tri
hull. 50 h. p. Mercury,
perfect condition. $1950.
Call 753-7136 or 7534701.
23 CHANNEL Base radio
with 40 ft. Stardust
antenna, $75. Also 14'
aluminum fishing boat,
27 Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE - 196 
5inWindsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.




plus $1,000. Call 753-1608.
1974 DOUBLE WIDE 3
bedroom mobile home.Call 753-507b
_plete seier linas.af_ - -- -!-59-'-- - -____-_,_ -T- - - -- - -In- •Riviera-Gla.,,Part•
djlee Grand Prix 
tially furnished. Phone
illy-l i speed bicycle. . 762-2896 days or 753-6776
$85. Call 7534809. after 5:3i p. m.
Columbia Minerva 4 ply
yarns, Hardanger and
Aida cloth for counted
thread embroidery.
Three types linen on
bolts. Complete line
latch hook rug patterns
and yarns. Kits and
complete line of ac-
cessories for each
needle at or' needle
work. 15 per cent
discount for senior
citizens. Free lessons in
all needlearts.
19 Farm Equipment
1972 CHEVROLET 2 ton.
Heavy Duty. 29,000
actual miles. Call 753-
8615.
1970 OLIVER TRACTOR,
1950 T Series dual wheel,
18' Hydraulic fold
Krouse disc. 1968 model
45 John Deere combine
with bean header, In-
ternational 5 bottom
plow, 1966 Ford truck
with grain bed and hoist.
1970 Dodge 4 wheel
drive, 1 ton truck with
grain bed. Three fuel
tanks., one electric
pump, one hand pump,
12 h. p. portable com-
pressor, 3 point hitch
sprayer, 3000 Ford
diesel tractor with plows
and bush hog, 18 foot
rotary hoe, John Deere 4
row drill. Call 753-4487








extra nice. New paint,
new 6 ft. disc. New one
row cultivator. Two 12"
plows. Call 489-2188 after
5 p. m.
FORKLIFT attachment
for Case 580 backhoe,
possibly others. Never











Venture, Sizzler. See at
Ky. Lake Sails, Highway
62, Calvert City, Ky.
Phone 1-395-7844 or 1-
362-8585.
MFG fiberglass
Runabout, 100 h. p.
Mercury outboard, tilt
trailer, with 2 gas tanks




Bronze with silver metal
flake. 115 Horse Mer-
cury with trim tilt.
Silver troll 12-24 trolling
motor, locator, airiated
live well, built in gas




Runabout. With 50 limp.
Mercury.. Tape player,
trailer and 2 sets of skis.
$700. Call 753-8301 days,
753-0825 night
FIVE FOOT- air hockey
table. $70.00. Like new.
childs stroller, $20. Call
753-9465.
MARIAN SKI boat and
135 H. P. motor. Extra.
. sharp. Call 753-6571.
COMPOUND-BOW. 50-60







organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across





payments on like new
Wurlitzer organ. J and B
Music, 753-7575.
1976 STORY and dark
piano. Call 753-9549
befere 2:30 p. m.-
FARFISA mini-compact
oilcan_ plus Busman 50





Awed Catty new Irwin
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Non weed sof epefeled foo




-- Roadies, Sliver Fish ,
and shrub.
14 Miscellaneous
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.












_ Phone 1-354-6217 after
4:00 p. m.
TRAILER 8x35 On lot 100
x 150 with septic tank
and deep well. Located
at Crappie Hollow
Shores. $1500.00 or will
trade for truck with late
model_ camper. Contact
at 1.akeview Trailer
Court No. 1, Buchanan,
Tenn.
10 x 56 TRAILER with 2
lots near Blood River





bargain. See at Riviera
Cts. or call 753-3280
before 5 or 436-5524 after
6.
12x58. NEW MOON, 3
bedroom, underpinned,
• all electric. Call 753-
9829.
MOBILE HOME 10 x 52
Vinciale air conditioned
and furnished. Nice.
Price $2750. Call 753-
2762.
1976 14 x 52 New -Moon
mobile home. Extra
nice. Party is moving.
Call 753-4034.
MOBILE HOME for sale,
1973, all electric 12 x 55.
Call 489-2184 after 7 p.
29.Mobile Home Rentals
8 X 40 TRAILER, -2
bedroom on 94 East. $60
month. Call 753-4055.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
- --Pall 753-3280. - - -
TOMATO JUICERS, no
pre cooking, no pealing.





sisting of 2 rooms and
bath, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3744 days
or 753-0614 nights.
31 Want To Rent
LOCAL FAMILY must
find two bedroom house
to rent, by end of July.
Can supply references
and do all repairs.
Would prefer home in
country. PLEASE CALI,
762-2154 days 7534557
after. 5 p. in.
OPEN HOUSE
Sun. 2:00 to 4:00
Quick! George the car
Let's be the first to see this professionally decorated 4










Loretta lobs - 7534079 Payntr - 713-117,4
 _nekil 753457% Reesda Iowa 
 4
1 ' .• - _ z..*Hrwc.
4
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31. Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT -
possibly buy lot or acre
Or two in the country,
‘vith water and sewage.
Call 753-7612.
RETIRED Otiuple with
two children wish to rent







wishes to rent 2-3
bed room home by




Spaniel puppies. • AKC
registered. Wormed.




puppies. Four males, 2
females. $80 each. Call
753-3030.
40 P,odure








stuff in large grocery
sack, $2.00. Other items
half price: 13th and
Main, Bargain Barn,
Saturday 8-4.
YARD SALE, 4 party,
Friday and Saturday.
614 Hurt.
 YARD SALE, Saturday,
NEW WHITE potatoes,
$5.00 a bushel. Call 753-
0264 or 489-2310 after
TWO BEDROOM
apartment or small
house for single woman
and.1 child. Call 753-1319
before 5,753-9255 after 5.
32 Apartments For Rent
ONE SMALL APART-
MENT and one house
trailer on waterfront lot
on Ky. Lake. Both are




for one. Call 753-7575 or
753-0669. '
34 Houses For Rent
--TWO- BEDROOM house,




hot and cold water,,-no
pets. Call 492-8360 after 5
P- rn-
NEW COUNTRY home





brood sows. Farrow first




trained; 1964 TB -
gelding, show hunter,
17'1"; 1971 TB gelding,




black. $25 a piece. Call
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE, 9 a. m.
Saturday, July 23, 1203








Saturday, 8 a. m.til
noon. New wooden
outdoor furniture.
Located on South 4th










and more. 805 Bagwell,
753-0871, Saturday July
23
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday. Trailer No. 37








3:00 p. m. til dark, plus
Saturday.
TWO FAMILY .Moving
. Sale; furniture, baby
items, books and more..
Saturday 8-3. 1517
753-3197. Glendale Road.
1973 Cadillac Eldorado convertible, red and
sharp.
1973 Caarilsc Sedan DeVille, extra nice, new car
tradein.
1973 Ford Torino Coupe, extra nice, new car
trade in.
197E Bach Regal Coupe, low mileage, extra nice.
A large selection of
New Grand Prixs
Some demonstrators still left
Going at bargain prices!
Ot012101111
c. I k AC
101
URDO
ads- Posnisic - UMW
'Satisfied Customers Are Ow
Main Concern.'
1406 West Mein - 753-5315






Sale, No. 4 Green Acres
Trailer Ct. -8 to 4.
Thursday and Friday..
Parts of 318 Dodge
engine.
123131111=111
NEED SOME great "R
and R"? Let us show you
quality home near Ky.
Lake. Located in Mother
Natures finest setting. A
. short 40 minute .drive
from Murray to this
Paradise. MM Realtor,
1-362-4758 or 1-442-8224.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Add shudders, a bit of wood trim and transform
this unique rock home into a lovely English
Tudor. Located just south of Ftiverwood Sub-
division on 641 South this two bedroom home has
many desirable features including privacy,
large lot and a well built home.
List your home with us. A small firm designed to
give our clients personal service. PURD011
AND TH1JRMAN REAL ESTATE 7534451.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
21•21.ry Locate/ Sesibralle Cowl *we
7S1.958 ihrso Daly Alendwy-luturdey
Gassy Gies
/11-4357 Phew 753-441
Oki* AMA* Unica dIbtairtMools Cask Wad in11111111-4"-
I b.6
43 Real Estate
NEW LISTING - Three
bedroom, 1/2 bath brick
house at 1517 Glendale.
'This home is extremely
economical to cool and
heat and you would be
quite surprised at the
low utility bills. Owners
moving out of state and
home will be available
for immediate oc-
cupancy. Priced to sell





78 ACRE FARM just
listed with ap-
--proximately
acres. Also 25 ACRES
just listed with over 1300
feet of highway frontage anytime.





302 leen MI West
Phew 7513263




Washer & dryer con-
nections in use now. One
large 12' x 12' storage
building insulated and
lined, one 5' x 8' steel
storage shed All on four
nice lots 100' x 220'. Just














pump and wooden deck.
Home is practically new
and located on large lot.






HF.micED,  $1400 _on
this immaculate 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
which has recently been
redecorated throughout.
An ablibiTailee-Of Ctogett ;
spacious garage, a large
backyard with patio are
only a few features of
this attractive home.














Three bedroom and 2
acres of nicely wooded
land, $30,800.
ExeCutive 2 bedroom,











Ow WM West of Cadiz 0.61.
Plosso122476.5. Op.. 7 days.
3-% ACRE TRACT. Good
level building site,
sowed down in per-
manent pasture.
Situated on the West
side of US-641, 5 miles







Creek - House _under with wrought













121 West, one mile
from Murray City
limits. 758 foot fron-
tage, 400 feet deep.
Will sell in one tract
or divide in 6 lots. 100
ft. x 400 ft. Two lots
100 x 160 ft. comer lot
158---x- 2007 This
property is priced to
sell.
Fine tract of land on
Jolithr"Ro-hertioii
Road. Just south of
Lynn Grove Highway
285 ft. x 285 ft. This is
an opportunity to
build the home of
your dream on a
large lot that will
SPELL ESTATE.
Call or come by, of-
fice and let's discuss
this fine property.
New listing on High-
way 17.1, 4 miles S. E.
of Murray. Two
bedroom frame




front and back porch,
and full basement,
and city water. Also.
extra lot with nice
trees. Owner will sell








home an Highway 121
South, 4 miles from
Murray. This store is













Cobb Road. Priced to
sell.




boat dock. For more
information, call or--










BUY at new price,
$27,500. Three bedroom
brick and bath, witlw•
dinin room and at-
tached garage on
beautiful shaded lot.
With plum trees.and 12 x
15 storage building, near
MSU at 1631 Olive.
- -f- lesellutittgetOpeornon Contact Guy Spnont
Minty, 901 Sycamore,
----944.69010.4111-76444114-,--7511721.,,,-
PLANNING TO BUILD a
$75,000.to $100,000 home"
Here's a lot that will
assure that your home
keeps its value. Homes
already in this exclusive
subdivision are in the





open toward street. This
lot is in a beautiful
setting with nice shade.
150 by 227 feet. Priced at
a reasonable $6,950.
Tucker Real Estate, 502
Maple, 753-4342.
WITH A LITTLE elbow
grease, this older 1"2





Estate, 206 S. 4th, 753-
5646 after hours, 753-7249
or 753-0686.
FARMS FOR SALE: 128
acres, 2 wells, old stock
barn, several springs.
Priced at less than $400
per acre. 77 acres,
mostly timber, near Ky.
Leke. Asking $23600 but
will consider reasonable
bid. 46 acres, on good
road, pretty building
spots. Reduced to

















rental income. . . 110'
Mad frontage in the city.
.. For more information
call LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS at 753-1492.
WE HAVE listed some
choice water front
property. The water
front lots are on the
main body of the lake.
Each has good access.
Lots are restricted to
homes only. Each are
reasonably priced.
Also, nine acres at
Cypress Creek. This
tract has a large amount
of frontage on the lake.
This has many good
building sites. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray. 753-








7iith a 10 foot x 50 foot
underpinned - and
overhead tie-downs,
a TVA antenna, nice
storage building,
storm cellar, deep
well, on double lot
just off 280 Highway

















- -75240e  
44 lots For Sale
BEAUTIFUL wooded lot
next to Oaks Country
Club, approximately
240'x300'. Can 753-4080.
45 Farms For Sale
NS ACRE farm, 2




46. Homes For sale
FOUR ROOMS plus bath
and sun room. House
- nice inside and out. Four
miles out South 121. Call
753-7948.
BY OWNER
Gates boro ugh. - 3
bedroems, 2 baths, 8
large closets. Extra
large kitchen, big lot on
dead end street. Call 753-
3459.
4b Humes For 'ale
MUST SELL - by owner.
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,




Reduced to $14,500. Call
762-4288 or 753-8274 after
5 p. m.
1,1-11110
let Mu - 45 AM FARM
asd a dem, mei slomismo
sided beep fist features 4
bedrooms, 1 hail, den WM
weedlowniss mem !tittles
dhinsadost, imp 'silky
moo, and wiser Um %stores.
20-23 acres is eyes, ped tea
cii,adesesto stool motor,
me IR z 60 toel shed, 132
feet Pep 4 hod drawl eel,
sad other oseeble apt-
looildimp. Posed road splits
Ns property Mich wield
ma* It easy to sell elf part
of scrimp if se desired. CALL
75.34434, to me this property
located 2 soles mot of Deem
ea Iliploey 1344. Mergaa,
Trawls.' Goma toolty Ws.
Quality Realty Co.
A BentowBased-Firmierving-All West Kentucky ------
FARMS
CALLOWAY COUNTY
GROCERY STORE & 4 BEDROOM FRAME
HOME on 11/2 acre on New Providence.Road, 9
miles S.E. of Murray. Business and 3/4 acre can
be bought separately if desired. Buy both for
$41,500.00. . .
97 Acres fenced for cattle, good water. supply,
remodeled 3 bedroom house. $80,000.00.
40 Acres, it open land, rest timber, partly fen-
ced, year round water, basement dug for new
house. $34,500.00.
171 Acres worm ranch with 2 bedroom house.
$35,000.00.
42 Acres, "2 tillable, with furnished trailer and
older house. $58,000.00.
12 Acres-useable- land, fenced and .has ample
water supply. Has double wide trailer. $24,000.
147 Acres on TVA contour, 35 acres _posture, 100
acres fenced, 2 tiedrOoin house. -$110,000.00.
43 Acres of prime farm land, tobacco base and
barn, plus outbuildings. $53,000.00.
DEVELOPERS DREAM This 12 + Acres has 4
bedroom home, a garage type apartment
building, a large warehouse or storage building.
Located in an intersection of blacktop highways
with a gravel road down another side.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY..
NOT AFRAID OF WORK A real going
business for the ambitious family. Grossed over
$100,000.00 in '76. Also has 2 story brick home
with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, dining room, family
room, lots of closets and is carpeted throughout.
No information given on the phone.
31 ACRES 11/4 mile off Highway 641,6 miles nor-
th of Murray. Approx. 10 acres wooded with ex-
ceptional building sites. 20 acres tillable now in
beans. All for $14,500.00.
100 Acres, '74 tillable, it timber, has tobacco
base. $75,000.00.
51 Acres with good frame house, tobacco base
and barn. $41,500.00.
101 Acres, approx. "2 tillable now in beans. New
house under construction.
96 Acres productive land with trailer, tobacco
base and barn. $112,000.00.
10 Acres with 2 bedroonhrick house and out-
buildings. $47,000.00.
64 Ac. most in beans, 4 year old, 3 bedroom brick
home.
389 Acres cattle farm with frame house and
barn. $260,000.00.
63 Acres, 30 acres tillable, rest in pasture and
timber. $25,500.00.
35 acres good bottom land, older house and good
building site. $35,000.00.
130 Acres, 70 ac. row crop, 2 bedroom house &
barns. $110,000.00.
NEW / BEDROOM BRICK HOME, ready to
move into, central heat and air, carpeted, well
constructed and arranged. In a good rural
community. Priced to sell. $27,800.00.
LAKE FRONT *2 Level, 3 bedroom brick' home
with fireplace & redwood deck. Patio on lower
level. Has sliding glass doors overlooking the
lake. Price reduced for quick sale. $38,900.00.
MARSHALL COUNTY ,
NEW 2 BEDROOM HOME about 4 miles S.E. of
Benton on good blacktop roa& City water, ap-
prox. 1,2 acre lot. Shown by appointment only.
Priced at $25,000.00.
263 ACRES IN LIVINGSTON County approx -A00
acres-tillable plus income prnitiacingIllica rock
quarry. $145,000.00.
LOOK - A 40 acre farm on good blacktop highway
with public water & well, good land & 4 bedroom
home all for $42,000.00.
33 ACRES OF PRIVACY -10 miles southwest of
Benton. Good building site and tobacco barn.
$17,900.00.
391/2 ACRE HORSE FARM All in pasture with
large horse barn. Extra nice brick ranch home
with living room, dining room, kitchen, 3
bedrooms, 1"2 baths, & utility. Located on Old
Wadesboro Road south of Benton.
WATERFRONT LUXURY 1.8 acres in Jonathan11,
Creek area with beautiful stone home, wife
saving kitchen, dining room, living room, family
room, 3 bedrooms, 11/2 baths, & sun porch. Shown
by appointment only.
CASTLE ON THE HILL - New brick 3 bedroom
home located on 2% acres on Hwy. 6412½ miles
South of Benton Wal-Mart. This has sewing
room, living room, kitchen, family room, 2 car
garage that is finished with paneling, 2 baths
with marble vanities, thermopane windows,
-energy efficient -heat -pump,---te woott-burnftig-
Franklin stove. All for $42,500.00. Make the first
step to better living.
THE REPUTATION GOES WITH THIS ONE
known.throughout W. Ky. as McKim's Orchard
at Calvert City. This includes approx. 40 acres,
mobile home, new shed with 600 s.f. cooling
room, 3 -equipment sheds, approx. 1,500 apple
trees, loaded with fruit, 400 peach & nectarine
trees, 40 damson plum trees, 1975 Ford X68
Ranger, four wheel drive with topper, tractors &
a long list of equipment, fuel tanks, and an assor-
tment of ladders & picking stands. 15 acres are
tillable for vegetables or other crops.
THIS IS IT 12 Acre mini farm with 2 bedroom
block home that needs some repairs, has good
stock barn. On state hwy. 10 acres of good-
productive bottom land. Reduced to sell
$13,500.00.
GRAVES COUNTY
ONE YEAR OLD 3 BEDROOM HOME on 1% s,
acre lot with lots of trees, especially Dogwood.
Has beautiful maple kitchen cabinets, Tots of
closets, and large living room with fireplace.
Located about 10 miles north of Mayfield. 4 bedroom house-$89,000.00.
$37,500.00.
76 Acres, approx. 30 acres tillable, 20 more could
easily be made tillable. $30,500.00.
41 acres timberland that has been cut off.
$11,300.00.
64 Acres, 30 acres bottom land, 10 acres up-land,
go
WE HAVE FARMS OF ALL SIZES, HOMES, BUILDING LOTS, LAKEFRONT
8, LAKE ACCESS HOMES IL LOTS, COMMERCIAL, AND INVESTMENT PROPERTY.
Whatever Your Real Estate Needs... Call Us
Quality Realty Co.
Darrell Cope, Broker
337 North Poplar Phone 527-1468
CALLOWAY COUNTY NUMBER 753-9625
PADUCAH NUMBER 443-2312
Atter hours, please calk
Cherles Jeffrey 474.7337 Foo T. Nate. 527-34211
Sill Brunson  577.4671 Cheeks W. Ram 327-967$
Deems Floyd  362-4TH 11406 Weiess 327.3370
Bob Riley  527-9066 YAW Wes, fellf 5274671
WE WANT TO BE youR REAL.ESTATE COMPANY
-
N,.
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BY OWNER - 1307
Doran Rd. Eight room, 2
story brick home on 1
and one-third acre










spacious closets, 2 car
garage and large patio.
Call 759-1165 or 753-1338.
TWO BEDROOM frame
horn cf or Tate; 1 ,acateect -
in Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision near New
Concord, Ky. Some
finish work needed, low
down payment and will
finance balance. To see
call John Jones at 502-
442-7368.
4 BEDROOM brick, 2 full •
baths, 7 miles south -on
121, located on 1 acre of




Phone 753-7940 or 436-
2182.
FOR SALE by owner, 2
bedroom home 2 blocks
from University. Call
753-7501.
_DE411717171.1. Lk HOME on
73'2 acres, lovely woods,
1000 commercial white
pines, near Ky. Lake.
Heating, fireplace and




garden spot. Located on




2 story home, close to
schools. Lots of extras.
Must see to appreciate.
Call 753-3903.
GATESBOROUGH -
year old home, 3
bedroom, 23-A bath, den
with fireplace, heat
- pump, central air, in-
l'ercom, etc. Shown by
appointment. Call 753-
3673.
46 Homes For Sale
HOUSE AND 20 acres, 2










den, dining room, kit-
chen, 2 baths, 2 car
garage, air conditioned.
electric heat, drapes
and carpet. 400 South
11th. Call 753-4904.
LEAVING SOON, last
--chance- --ter-btrjr- tarIZU -
house. Adjoining













1975 550 SUPER SPORT
Honda. 1975 C1-175
Honda, like new. Call
753-1590 or 753-1377.
1973 OHC 650 YAMAHA,
nice. Call 753-6394.
1977 YAMAHA street
bike, like new with
extras, or trade for car.
Call 436-2216.
1974 HONDA CB 360,
excellent condition, $600
or best offer. Call 489-
2375 days or 753-8498






painted by Jim Defew.
$1200.00. Call 354-8052.
REALLY NEAT
At 603 S. 9th St. is a 2 BR stucco house with car-
port and storage house. Has range and
refrigerator, new kitchen cabinets and new
stainless double sink, disposal. New vinyl floor in
kitchen and bath. Carpet in other rooms. Neat as
a pin and priced to sell at $19,900.00.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sy Cellieft Street Plow 753-7724
Member of fkohiple Weiler
Goy Spam, 753-25/7 Lae* Siker, 753-2409
Jock herself 753-8961 Prot*. Won, 753-5725
riRealcEstate7 Realtor Pat MobleyPURDOM and THURMAN REAL ESTATE
RENT WITH OPTION TO BUY
If your home is on the
market long enough, you1I
hear the proposition: ill
rent your home with the op-
tion to buy.""Weve heard it
time and again. Ills usually
made by someone who
wants to get out of the rain
and is not really serious
about buying ANY house.
I would not advise you to
rent your home under these
circumstanicat_ palest there
is a serious consideration for
the option over and above
the rent The consideration
should be a significant
amount because you are
removing your home from
the market. The longer the
period of time, the larger the
consideration. The option
may or may not apply again-
st the sale price. These and
many other items should all
be specified in the option
contract which should be
drafted with even more care
than the usual purchase and
sale agreement.
Most important of all -
remember that you are now
culling your prospects down
to one - one who has
already told you he would
prefer to rent than buy.
_Consulting with peopfi,
about their real estate needs
is our specialty Drop by Pur-
dom & Thurman on the
court square or call Pat





Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
1172 HONDA 350. Nice
original. Call 753-7219
1974 YZ 80 Yamaha trail
bike. In good condition.
Call after 4, 753-2858.
SUZUKI GT 550 with
windjammer, many
extras, make offer. Call
753-3436.
48 Automotive Service
SET OF ET Unilug_maga._
Two -8", two 7". Good
tires mounted. $110. 1972
J1. 125 Honda good
shape. Call after 6, 492-
8730. 
 "•(ouR NOT DEALING WITH
307 327 and 350 engine,
completely rebuilt.
Slant six Plymouth
motor, rebuilt. Ask for
Ed, 1-694-4606.
TWO PONTIAC factory
mag rims for sale. 14".
$25. Call 753-9413, ask for
Mike Phares. after 4:30.
49 Used Cars & Trucks




FM. Call 435-4455 after
6.
1974 DODGE Adventure
SE 34,000 miles. One
owner, extra clean.
Power brakes, steering
and air, bucket seats,
sliding back glass. Rail
on bed. Call 753-3696.




aluminum box bed with
roll up back door and
side door. Less than
year old. New set of
tires. 35,000 miles.
$5,600. Call 753-4953.






$4,350. See at Grogans
Trailer Court, Highway
94 East
1974 VAN, restorable 1950
Ford. Call 753-7765.
•1973 VOLKSWAGEN. Call
753-4449 after 5 p. m.
1968 FORD station
wagon. 1400. Call 753-
7307.
1971 HARLEY DAVID-
SON Sportster, like new.
Call 753-49047
1949 1'2 TON Ford truck.
for sale. Excellent
condition. Call 75345901





1962 FORD FALCON, 6
cylinder, automatic,
must sell. $300. Call 753-
9818 after 6 p. m.




Fury. 360 motor. Air,




Maverick car for sale.






N. 14th St. Call 759-1011.
1972 TORINO Sport. Light
blue with vinyl roof.
Good condition. 1605
South 16th, Steve Payne.
1972 CHEVY CUSTOM
Impala. Low miles. like
new. Must see to ap-
preciate. Call after 4,
753-2858.
1967' CHEVY CAPRICE, 4
door, automatic, power
and alt' Call- 49278594_
--aTfef VP: 7-n.





Sleeps 6. 15 ft. boat, 40








SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.
PROFESSIONAL carpet
1972 CAMPER trailer, 20 and furniture cleaning.
ft., Sleeps six. Good Servicemaster offers
condition. Call 753-7219. steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
. 1977 TRAVEL trailer 22' has been cleaning the
Coachman. Air, awning, finest homes for over 30
and TV antenna. Self years, and are Number 1
-
contained. Call 754-8940... a  _ the. _profession/4_
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July










SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.
JIMAA CARTER NOW, 13USTER!
9 Used Cars & Trucks
1968 INTERNATIONAL
panel truck, V-8, 4_
speed, % ton, runs good.
Call 753-3944.
1963 CHEVY II, 6
cylinder, straight shift,
new tires. $325. Call
after 5 p. m. 753-3418.




steering and brakes. AM-
8 track stereo radio, new
white letter radial tires,
local car. See at 208
Irvan, Call 753-8533 or
435-4351 after 5 p.m. 
1966 VOLKSWAGEN
stick shift. Very good
condition. $575 or best
offer. Call 753-0329.
1974 BUICK Regal
Landau 350. Tilt wheel,
air condition, power
brakes and steering.
Blue with white 1  top.
Call 753-5945 after 5.
1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent -shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double
oven gas range, $120.
Call 753-5206.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1974 BUICK LESabre
Luxus. Excellent con-
dition. Can be seen at
Five Points Amoco, or
call 753-0780 after 5 p. m.
1974 DODGE CLUB
coupe. Air conditioned.
-P-c7w e r -sTeFfing an.cr
brakes, AM-FM, 50
gallon extra tank. Fifth
wheel and ball hitches.
Best offer. Call after 4,
753-1549.
1970 CHEVY NOVA, 6
cylinder. ,Automatic,
power steering, new
r‘‘-ewes. $750. Call 753-6179.
1972 CHRYSLER New
Yorker brougham. All




between 5 and 7 p. m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks




FOR SALE 1973 Cutlass
Supreme, power and air.
Call 753-0131 before 3:00





1967. $275.00. Call 489-
2174.
1972 DATSUN 2 door as
saver, $975. 1973 Nova, 6
cylinder, automatic,
$1295. Call 489-2595.
1976 VW DASHER Hat-
chback. AM-FM. air,
front wheel drive,
radials, power brakes, 4
speed, in warranty.
Under 3,000 miles. Call
753-6213.
1957 CHEVY convertible.
Best offer. Can be seen
at Richwood Optical,
1104 Story Ave., 8-5.
1973 FORD CUSTOM 500.
$800.00. Phone 1-354-6217
after 4 p. m.
1970 MONTE CARLO
with extras. Call 753-
6736.
1971 CAPRICE Classic,
extra sharp with AM-
FM 8 track. new radial
tires, new muffler, will
sell worth money. Call
436-5680.,
1967 MUSTANG, ex-
cellent shape. Inside and
out. $1100. Call 753-0066
after 3, 753-2982.
1969 FORD.pickup truck.






1975 COUGAR XR-7. Gold
with gold vinyl top. AM-
FM stereo. factory
wheels, extra sharp.




Noorod, reedy ts ow. Or buy• 14-OsiW sod tor Cowie* rod
reedy N_". Id op to Nab stoodord, 
rector err ski
orbodod. ON not tbsr sow to Cestso Bee sot boy tbs hit
for Oa. 
MKT WNW OONLOINGS 7S342484
WANT TO LIVE
NEAR THE LAKE?
Picture a lovely home and a view of Kentucky
!Ake for a year around living. Clime ay and see
this house in Panorama Shores Three
bedrooms, two fireplaces, and a I invenient
kitchen and 3 car garage. Mid 40's
51 Services Offered
ELECTRICAL WIRING






ficient service. NO Job




roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
de trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
WILL HAUL LIME or










TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and









rocked and graded. Rip
Rap.-.4e3ivepe44- an V1 NG - TRO-14-11•L
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.












Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753-
4707.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall










5429 after 4 p. m.
INSULATION BLOWN in-
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
- bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
1.4SeM Blacktopping, seal








Lawn ranwor mad wad sagiva
repair. Neliallt Imo rwarwort,
$25.110 sad sp. Sidles
worwies, $100 arid ea. Stow,
cycle solos aid weir.
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE




WiU love this home on a rul-de-sat Play badminton in
the large backyard with the wood fence. Cook out on the
patio by the pool and enter through sliding doors into the
den. living room with dining area.' 1 bedrooms, 2 baths
















437-4533 or after 8.p. m.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
DOZER WORK, all kinds.
Call Lyons Brothers,
Jimmie 759-1062 or L. W.
I Dub) 474-2264
PAINTING, interior and
exterior... By-the hur oT
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,









WILL KEEP U4HD in
my home, rays. P er




coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
EXPERIENCED person










Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x

















Company Inc. Air con-







FREE MOTHER cat and
kittens. Phone 753-6550.
FREE - Black . eight
weeks old puppy. Male.
Very sweet and will
make an ideal pet. Call
436-2304.
FREE -- Beautiful part
Chesapeake Bay
Retriever puppies. Have
had all shots and are
perfectly healthy. Must
find homes for them
within the next three
weeks because owners
are leaving town. Will
gladly deliver. Call 436-
2634.
FREE - Kittens of all
ages, sizes, and colors'
Every one is beautiful
and will make lovely
pets. Call 753-3994.
FREE TO GOOD HOME.
One year old black and
white male cat and two
12 week old male kit-
tens. Call 753-6931.




113 S. 4th 753-2835
INVITATION
TO BIM.
The Calloway County Board of Education is
asking for bids on gasoline to be used for the 1977-
78 year. The successful bidder will be required to
deliver gasoline to four r 4) locations. Bids are to
be in the Calloway County Board of Education
Office Building, 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, Kentucky by 12:00 noon August 9, 1977.
Specifications are available at the Calloway




MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
THE DR. RALPH
WOODS HOME
Located on a spacious street-to-street lot is a
roomy tri-level with many outstanding features.
The lot runs from Main to Farris with beautiful
shade trees and shrubbery. This nine room
home has four bedrooms, three and a half baths,
huge living room and family room, and eleven,
that's right, eleven closets. Central gas heat.
central electric air conditioning. Fireplace,
fireplace set, disposal, built in range, and dish-
washer. Divided two car garage plus 10 by 23
workshop This home is in excellant •()n(lition.
DOWD R MI6 A WU SERVICE HAI ESTATE fIG)4
SO2 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
.• spe)i e to score yr.., -
NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe I Kennon   436 5676
Chuck Shuffett   753-4560
Paulen' Miller   753-7550
Donald R. Tacker, CALS.  793-1930
" d.l."It1"/0 Bova
- * e ir.wf-, A , -;...77-1ppivernir
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Deaths and Funerals
Douglas Shoemaker Dies Suddenly At Work On Thursday
Douglas Shoemaker, local
auctioneer, died suddenly
Thursday at 10:30 a. m. while
preparing for an auction sale
at the Kay Beasley home on
the Potter town Road, Murray
Route Six. His death at the age
of Z2 was,,due to an apparent
heart attack. • ' -"-
Mr. Shoemaker was to have
been the auctionner for .the
Beasley sale on Saturday but
the auction has been changed
to Saturday, July 30.
The deceased, a resident of
Murray Route Four, served
two terms as Calloway County
Court Clerk from January 7,
1952, to January 6, 1970. Since
leaving the office at the court
house, he has been active as
an acutioneer and as a trader.
Prior to his election as
Calloway County Court Clerk,
he was employed as a
boOkkeeper for the Murray
Livestock Company for
seventeen years. He taught
school for eight years in the




To Be On Saturday
Cecil Knight of Almo Route
One died Thursday at 1:20
p.m. at.the .Westview Nursing
Home. He was 61 years of age.
The Calloway man was a
Member of the Ledbetter
Baptist Church. Born May 27,
1916, in Stewart County, Tn.,
he was the son of the late Arzie
Knight and Ada Boyle Knight.
Mr. Knight is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Irene Scott
Knight, Almo Route One; four
daughters, Mrs. Bill. (Mar-
jorie') Birdsong, Murray
Route Six, Mrs. Eddie
(Kathy) McCallon, Murray
Route Seven, and Miss Rita
Knight. and Miss Shannon
Knight, Almo Route One;
three sons, Jimmy Knight,
1565 Oxford Drive, Murray,
Joe Knight, Almo Route One,
and Johnny Knight, Kirksey.
He is also survived by five
sisters, Mrs. Harold Moore,
Cartersville, Ill., Mrs. Clifford
Pennington, St. Louis, Mo.;
Mrs. Ron Strout, Aurora,
Mrs. Howard Weaver, God-
frey, 111., and Mrs. M. C.
Marshall, Chicago, Ill.; nine
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Saturday' at ten a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Heyward Roberts officiating.
Pallbearers will be Nicky
Ahart, Aubrey Ahart, Mason
Douglas Shoemaker
Mr. Shoemaker- was a
member of the Mason'a
Chapel United Methodist
Church where he taught a
Sunday School Class. He was a
member of Hazel Lodge No.
831 Free and Aocepted
Masons. Born January 1, 1905,
in Calloway County, he was
the son of the late William
Solomon (Bud) Shoemaker
and Caine Lee Shoemaker.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Louise Miller Shoemaker, to
whom he was married on
December 26, .1935; one
Orthodox Rites Are
Held This Morning
daughter, Mrs. Jun (Jane)
Saino, Memphis, Tn.; one
sister, Mrs. Hoyt (Hattie)
Miller, Madison, Ill.; one
brother, George Shoemaker,
Hazel Route Two.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at three p. m. at
*674 the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home
--the-Rev. Coy Garrett and the
Rev. Tommie Martin of-
ficiating. Mrs. Richard
Farrell will be the organist.
Active pallbearers will be J.
Miller, Terry Shoemaker,
Paul Bailey, Bob W. Miller, W.
C. Hutchens, and Jimmy
Puckett. Honorary
pallbearers will be members
of the Sunday School Class of
which he was the-teacher.
Burial will follow in the New
Providence Cemetery.
Friends may. call at the





Joseph Blanton Jones, 31,
Columbus, accidentally
drowned Wednesday around
7:36-15.m. while swimming in
the Mississippi- River near
Bardwell.
- He was----an equipment-
operator and a member of
For Dr. Lubachko Columbus Baptist Church.
The funeral aervices for Dr.
Ivan S. Lubachko of 1614
Kirkwood Drive, Murray,
were conducted this morning
at nine a.m. at the chapel of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Father
Joseph of the Russian
Orthodox Church at Chicago,
officiating.
Burial was in the Murray
City Cemetery with the Rev.
Father Martin Mattingly




Mikulcik, Bill Adams, Wayne
Beasley, Charles Gray, and
Joseph Cartwright.
Dr. Lubachko, a native of
Belorussia and born May 1,
1915, died Wednesday at 12:55
p. m. at the Murray-Calloway
County lioapital. He had
suffered a stroke that morning
while teaching a class at
Murray Stale University
where he had been a professor
of European and Russian
history since 1963. '
He is survived by several
brothers and sisters residing
in the Soviet Union.
Canady, Ned Nance, Dolphus Expressions of sympathy
Wilsaa.- and Billy-jditchelli--were -requested to take-the-
The place of burial will be
announced later.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
form of contributions to the
Ivan S. Lubachko Memorial
Fund at Murray State
University.
Mr. Jones is survived by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
C. Jones, Columbus; two
daughters, Miss Margaret
Jones, Murray, and Miss
Jeannie Jones, Detroit, Mich.;
one son, Branton Jones,
Murray; four sisters, Mrs.
Wanda Sue Newton, Bardwell,
Mrs. Norma Jean Trapp,
Lawrenceburg, Tenn., Mrs.
Betty Katherine Allen,
Arlington, and Mrs. Mary
Francis Jackson, Columbus,
and four brothers, Jessie
Jones and Rowland Jones,
both of Bardwell, Billy Jones,
Columbus, and Eugene Jones,
Fulton.
Services will be Saturday at
two p.m. at Milner Funeral
Home in Bardwell. The Rev.
Ronald Crews will officiate
and burial will be in Zion
cemetery in Hickman County.
Pallbearers will be Charles
Walker, Norman Walker,
Jerry Allen, Ricky Douglass,
Glen Trapp and Buddy Allen.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m.
tonight (Friday).
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m: 357.4
down 0.3.
Belcoa4am. 302.1 _
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 357.5
down 0.2.
Below dam 302.8 down 0.1.






Begins Friday July 15th Ends Sunday, July 14th
2 Lb. Sirloin r 2 people
8-oz. Ribeye
12-oz. 1-Bone
As long As They Last






4 St. Louis Cord:no! Baseball Game Tickets. Come in and sign up during the
above Dates No purchase necessary. Drawing Sunday, July 24th at 1 p m
MI The
Catfish you can eat . $2"
With MI The Trimmings
Due to health conditions I have been forced to sell Mr [so a California resident She will take over
July 25 You my good customers plus faithful employees and good food have made it possible for











This will-be another sermon
on The Beautitudes with
scripture from Matthew 5:2-
12.
Mrs. Ernmadean Lawson
will direct the choir and play
the piano. Greeters will be
Greg, Crawford and Greg
Cain:
Sunday School will be at ten





PRODUCTION OPENS—The Community Theatre's encore production of
Mark Twain's classic, "Torn Sawyer" opened last night at the city-county
park. Pictured in one of the more memorable scenes are: (L-R) Dr. Bryan
Thacker, Michelle jarrett, Glen Olson, and Lisa Russell. Stage manager Larry
Bartlett and Paul Austin, Bryan Bartlett, Eddie Betsworth, and Dean Hain-
sworth along with Mike Pitts working lights, are kept busy with many scene
changes throughout the show. 'Tom Sawyer" which is being staged at the
site of the old courthouse will run tonight and Saturday night beginning at
7:30 p.m. Admission is one dollar for adults and children, everyone is in-
vited Photo EIN, Live Peebles
Sinking Spring Church To Hold
Revival Meet Starting Sunday
Revival services will beleld
at the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church starting Sunday, July
24, with the speaker to be the
Rev. Don Farmer and the
music director to be Tommy
Scott.
Rev. Farmer is serving as
field representative of the
Mid-Continent Baptist Bible
College, Mayfield. He is a
The Rev. Don Farmer
-Revival Speaker
native of Farmington and
served as pastor of the Sharon
Baptist Church in Graves
County for six years. He is
married and the father of two
Neale at the organ, will sing
-The Saviour's Name."
Sunday School will be at ten a.




- The youth will meet at six p.
m. for choir practice. During
the evening worship service at
7:15 p church group will
present a cantata, "The
Sweetest Name I Know." Cast
members will include Phyllis
• sons. — ..._-- • --Imu4ney76-Renee -Boyd .-Judy
Services will be Sunday at Hughes, Natalie Brown, Evie
7:15 p. m., Monday at 7:30 p. Paschall, Kerry Vasseur,
m., and Tuesday through Tommy Scott, John Brown,
Saturday at two p. m. and 7:30 Larry Carter, Susie Scott,
p. m., according to the church Randy Herndon, and Gary
pastor, the Rev. Lawson Starks. 
Williamsonwho invites the
public to attend. A bursery
will be provided at the evening
services,
Sunday at eleven a. m. the
pastor will spegi at the ser-
vices with Gene Jones, deacon
of the week, assisting in the
services.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano and Mrs. Jim
North Pleasant Grove
To Hear Rev. Glover
The North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. W. Ed Glover, speak
on the subject, "Hungering
and • Thirsting After
Righteousness," at the eleven
a.m. services on Sunday, July
Nursery workers will be




U. S. Assistant Attorney
Fred Partin said Thursday
that Arrunons could appeal the
bond ruling to the Cincinnati
court., Otherwise, he will
remain in custody until his
September trial.
In other action in U. S. Court
Thursday, the case of Buddy
Lee Workman of Calloway
County was continued until
Sept. 7. Workman was
charged with six counts of
various moonshining charges
after he admitted being the
owner of a still uncovered
—earlier -this year by law
enforcement officials.
His testimony came during
the trial of another Calloway
resident, Bruce Garland, who
was being tried on the same
charges. Workman testified
that the still belonged to him
and not Garland. Workman
was subsequently indicted on
the charge, however, Garland





Am. Motors 4% one
Asbiandon 
& 91% +1/4
Ford Motor 463/4 we
59%
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Quaker Oats 32% use
Republic Steel MI% -3/4
Slftller Mfg. 24% -Vs
T911999 10% +3/4
Western Union 18% -%
Zenith Radio mum
Heublein bic. 24% +%
McDonald. Corp 49 4%
Ponderosa Systems V% +54
Kimberly Clark 44% +%
Union Carbide 30%
W.R. Grace 30% +Vs
Texaco 30% +%




Jim Walters 32% Aft
Kirsch 16% onc
Disney 36% -%
Franklin Mira 9% Ai
Gelat =al
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All Dress Suits All Sport
Coats MI Dress Shirts
MI Sports Shirts All































' The" Store Fcr Men
Cool Bargains
Beat
Heat and the Crowd
Shop for those sidewalk
sale like bargains now
Inside where its
C-0-0-1. and where you'
can sit down, too!
You'll Now Find The
H-0-T-E-S-T
Prices In Town!












BR, I NG IN
. .,THE WASH
FROM THE
CLOTHESL NE
NO
"BUTS"---
-BRING
IN THE
WASH
•_ •
OKAY,
IF
YOU
SAY
SO
